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byJeimiferWhitesel
EdKor-Jn..Cheif
.,
..
'l1eanGoo'nen~' Arrested the40 muscular diseases thattheMDA fights. According to Dean
.DeanGoonen was cheerfully Goonen, "Yourcontributionhelps
wisked away by a pseudo-cop in a provide free medical care at MDA
black tie and dark sunglasses. He . ~liirics, assists in thepurchase and
handcuffed the dean, and after a short repair ofwheelchairs andsends
photoop for NSU's The Knight and children to MDA sununer camPat no
. The View, shewas oft1She took a charge.MDAawardsover $200,OO()
bookofphone numbers and ae"ell ... ". Jocallyfoqnedical researchgrants."
pbone(sh~getsmQrethanoneca1l5tb·'e .' Ifyouareinterestedincontribut-
post bail.. Hedirst call?' President mgtothisworthy cause, youcan
Ferrero..A!ld the listwentonandoncontact·~eMDAat(95~)970:-9696,
and on. .. >'i< ..' '.. i . ~r·if,lellMUJl'aYinth~~'soffice
.Sht?Jeftthe()m&with about .'. Vi~'plione.;it(954) 262-'8092 or Vi;i
~ .. , ."': .$600iri~ailmoney, but, inorder to be em3ihlt lllurrayh@noyaedu.·· .~,:<*,:---".-:.<:.~>. '- . ,>:; " " , " ' "':,:" .' ,::- ". ''-'.' ,.' ..' : ,'.._~ ._ _,,,'.' ······J:fOr,anrinA~,i releas~ shemustaccumul~te~~,::~1~d':' .$2,000.• The MDA-reportedthat'
~,~~~Fort .. ....• th~e ",ere~~o~t600 peoplere-
etdie's~BiminiBoatyardso .cnn~t?be1ttIeSt~an(lhopefuIIY"
'th8tshecouldraisebaiUo benefittbe ,theywilhdlfollowthtough.
Muscular:DystrophyAssociatlon' . Al~ ofthe money coll~edhelps
(MDA)." local children andadultsWlthanyof
I>Ecofourism 811Cr7S¢ Beer
<~>~Caplivski . ThefirstnightattheDanCarltonwas .(I took this tomean "Wake up!" in
b,·,"staftwriter .' spent in.the lapofluxury, at the very English) So I woke up to a 70 F
reasonable.price of$80 for a double momingWiththe mistofcloudS
ThisSpringbreak I went on Dr. queenroomwith alltheamenities. spooning,themotu;ltains outside my
Barker'sfieldstudycourseon1\fter~pightofacclimatizati0nweWindow.Itwastrulymystical.Not
ecotouristn to Banos, Ecuador~There . wok~upthenext day at9=~am to evel)'1?ody got Up at 6:00 am on every
were seven photographenandseven theSIght ofourt0'u."?US,wh~ch was ,morning with the cry ofthe roosters, .
students inour .wattingoutsI<Iethe but thosewho did were rewarded
group. We.leit ·lob~totakeus to the with,Once in a lifetimechance to
on March··rst, j ~ttown ofBan?S. photograph the more than 40 species
: the' . ..I"". . 'highmtheEcuadorian . ofrare and~eWlY , ;cl udforest. . .
. tbatthe tenoil.." ~, .. •..• •. <.' .. .eIldangered
.I ~...:' ....~.L:":.' . '. <:>n. the.w.ay.there . ! ....:~~-l'...housed·.ex",,-uuves WHO ..... ". .. . . .... ... . . i:1t~
l......:.:."-.. :.b·.· ..'1·d...· 1.•.W..·~stopped.•.... ata's.~tue...•..' ..' . ··at the Zoo.' .were~lug e . 'oftlie·· ...•.• '. .... •• ....., .'
?ostageinthe', \that1~=~~;/'.': . ~sopportu-
Jungle byan •... . ".: ..•.. .... . . Quito. That dayat. " mly came as a
indigenouspeopl~'~organizatiOllS' '. . itbout5:00pm weartive<1attheS~ '.~of~
were set~.OrigiilallY~ele~enwere M~Hostelrig1l!~eJrtto~esan.'. ' special VlSIO:;
taken h~,buti)neexec1,lttve..was MaEtinZoo,wherewewOuldspend3fYpartners p
executed. . '.' . . .'. the~t four days andnights. This betwc;en
Upon amvalat 10:00am,J,ll... experience wouldprovide us with NSU s Dr.
Quito andafter t:1:lree long COQilecting memoriesthatwilllast a lifetime. Barker and
flights we werepickedup by the "KOO-KOO-KOOROO!" The SanMartin zoo's owner Orlando
Hotel Daltc,;arlton;s ooUItesy.VaB: . EcP84orianr ()(}Sters outside shouted .'Vega.. . . Continued on page 26 '
rPlease tell ush~w you like this issue, E-mail us cit r1Sunews@nova.edu I
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The Year mReview: .
NSU Wrap Ups!
see pages 10, 14, 15
TO be a.student-
governed and stuctent:
organized publication
providing informative,·
educational and
entertaining news to the
NSU' community.
:,; ~I •
.._~~,~ '~"~'"~''''''' ..~ ..~ ..~....----"'--~-""
This deeil is brought to NSU students by
The Knight Newspaper and Fat Boy'z Pizza.
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2nd'Floor Wi.ns
Floor Wars·
Foundaiion.Again the secondfloor
byCalebKennedy' won.
StaffWrltei- SexTwisterwas heldon
. .. . '. Wednesday ihthecafeteria.Thiswas
,'AttentionNSUI·.Congratulati<$ twisterwith a tWist; lheparticipants·
to the s~ndttoor ofGood~Halt·'·~.". p~twister andcouldbeeliminated
forwinning.the secondamtlalEoor ,'v '. in theusual way. Inaddi~people .,:
Wars. FromMonday~arch ·~.6th ·we1erandomlYaslredquestionsabout.
throughSatul"gayMarcb3lst the '. s~andsexually transInitteddiseases;
ResidentialAdVisors~RSAheld. ,:: .,lfthe~Q.goUheq~~onwrPng
.Floor\Vars;. . ..•• . .•. .,. . ....• . '. '. .... . "1h~were elimi11ate<l,ThefQUrtbtloot
Whatis FlOorWars?FI~.War,s' .' W011 this event. , , . '.....• '.. i.. '.
isa week..longcompeti1;iontha.tis. .... ' .'·.....TheJ-Promev~tw~heklon,' •.'compo~.of~ydiff;~~t~~~·< ThUrs<hly andRAswere~to,':': .
eacbjudgedonPartlciPationami' ... :.. determine who cameto tbeevent from'.
spirit. Thefourfl~ofthe ~~'. eaChfl901".Againthe~t100r
~ residencelUttlWeresplituP' wontliisevertt......· . ",
by flooi" fOr the~mPetitioil~ The lasteventwasthe spirit
. .' ThefirsteventwasColotWars" event. EveryresidentwhoWeJ;lttQ
in which residentsweretm~edl? '. Hollywood Squares andwore an
wearT-shirtsorelothesofapal1iculln" NSUT':shirthelpedtheirteameam'
color. RAscounted thenumbef9f. '. .'points.Smprlsirigly, the fourth floor
studentsfromeachfloor~~' .wonthis eventaswell.
wearingtheidloor;s'coI~';~:" . Therew~suppose.dtob~a.
second floor won. ,." competitivegame ofdodgeballaridan
The next,event wasPenny warS. •ice cream sociaJevent on Saturday,
In this eveilt,ItAs went to everyroom , butdue tominimal participationa
asking ifanyone would like to donate friendly game ofkickball arid the ice
change. Pennies were placed ipthe' cream-eating tookplace.
bucket for thatperson's floor. Nick- The second floor wonwitha
els, dimes, and quarters were placed . total of9.0 points, followed by the·
in the opposing floor's btickettotake fourthtloorwith 70 points, the third
awayfrom their point totals. $242.09 floonvith60 points andthe first floor
was raised for the Multiple Sclerosis with 25 points.
Psychology Club can e-mailus at:
Psychclub@list.nova.edu
Better Than E.ver! .
Good luckto our graduating
seniors Shannon Vetter and Liane
Pardo..Have a blast and study hard in
grad school. You'll bemissed!
Melisa Oliva - President
Jennifer Elkowitz - Vice-
President
DesireeAlvarez - Treasurer'
Leighanne Smith - Secretary
Congratulations to our new
advisor Dr. MichaelReiter and to
our new officers:
Nova SoutheasternUniversity's
Psychology Clubhas hada terrific
year. Our club has expandedsignifi- .
cantly and we'd like to thankourvery
motivated and committedmemQeI's.
Overthe lastyearwe'veheId
many events oncampus includingthe
GraCluateAssembly and Meet the
PsychFaculty Dinner inNovember
and the Job'sAssembly in February.
Members ofthe Psychology Club also
volunteered at a nursing homefor the
holidays in December and atthe Love
JenFestival in February.
We are currentlylooking for-
ward to our end-of-the-year party on
by Melissa Oliva
ContributingWriter
NSU'sPsychology Club -
Apri127, 2001 andtofhesecQnd . Anystudentinterestedin
annual Meet the Psych Department learning more about orjoiningthe
Dinnerwhich will beheld onAprillO,
2001 from4:15~5:45pmin·Parker
207.
Inother Sammy news, on March
28th, SigmaAlpha Mu andthe sisters
ofPhi Sigma Sigmaheldthe second
annual "Throw Zeta's Pi". Between
10-2 p;m., students and facu1ty
/ donated money to either throw a whip
cream pie in someone's face or take
one themselves. Despite the dreary
weather, itwas a greatturnout.
All money raised was donated to
the National Kidney Foundation. The
brothers ofSigmaAlphaMu and
sisters ofPhi Sigma Sigma wou1d like
to thank everyone who helpedsup-
port this great event. Ifyou are
interested in rushing SigmaAlpha Mu,
please contact Prior Shawn Mostalat
mostals@nova.edu -
by Sean Leahy
ContributingWriter
For the second-consecutive year,
the brothers ofSigmaAlphaMu were
victorious at JPROM. Thehilarious
and original "Marooned One Knight"
.' skit won over the judges and theJarge
crowd in attendance.
"Winning lastyear was an
unbelievable feeling, but this year it's
just as sweet to win it again," stated
Shawn Mostal.
The 15 minute skit included
dancing numbers to "In the Navy" and,
"Cabin Fever" and also a duet of
"Somewhere Out There" performed
by Collin Jones and Jenny Rembe.
The celebration ended in the RecPlex
pool, when all ofthe brothersjumped
in fully-clothed.
byDavid Capliv~ki
StatTWriter '
NSU's annual J-prom and
Hollywood Squares were held on
March 29th and 30th at the Rec Flex.
, Thursday served as a rain-soaked
rehearsal for Friday. Fortunatelyfor
the eleven faculty and staffstars ofthe
Hollywood Squares,whose seats ,
where perched atop a 20 foot metal
scaffold, the weatherheldout Friday
night.
Traditionally, about five J-prom
performances areheld onThursday
nightafierwhichthree finalists are
chosen toperform their skits in
between gaD;lesofHo11ywdOd
Squares onFriday night: At the end
ofthenight,judges detennine who will
win the $1000 offered to the organi-
zation that performed the best skit.
This year, because ofraindelays, all
fout groups made itto Friday night.
This gave a chance for the groups,
which includedPhi Sigma Sigma,
SigmaAlpha Mu, BetaTheta Pi, and
Radio X, to work out anykinks in the
prodUction oftheir·skits for Friday, -
night
Thejudges commentedthat this '
year's performances were the best
seen in the ten-year span that this
eventhas been held. ,The common
theme throughout everyone's skitwas
the TV show Survivor and Tom
~anks'recent movie Castaway. Beta
Theta Pi's racy skitalso included
spoofs ofthe Love Boa!, Gilligan's
Island and South Park. With stoned
tribesmenjuggling coconuts inunison,
their rendition ofIsaac Hayes's
"Chocolate Salty Balls" was especially
funny.
Studen!Affairsput on a hilarious
exhibition Skit, whichwon
everybody's attention and laughterby
parodying Forest Gump and Who
Wants to be a Miilionaire? Instead of
IApril 20, 2001, . . . Campus News. 3 I
All Wet- J_p,r'om MI~Slon A~comphshed: Phi. Sigma Sigma Initiation_ byAimee MurcIa tIon. Dunng the convention they met
d
' ' ContributingWriter sisters from others universities,
, , , exchanged ideas about
an Hollywood =:;=:'~:eh;:
S
and discussed how to make
qU·a,re,.•s ,', ,,'~ each chapter the best that itA",)1' can be.
. -~~. ~
• , ~"~ ., jj Phi Sigma Sigma
RegisPhilbin hosting though, theyr volunteered at the Lo-ve Jen
imp~rsonatedDr. Barbara Brodrnim Fest, which raised money
as tije host ofone ofher final exami- tohelp tenninally ill chil-
, nati~ns inLatinAmerican History . dren. In between their shifts atthe
where guerrilla soldiers from the Shhh! Recently 21 girls learned different food, information, and game
Huinan Resources Department ~e secr~tsofPhi Sigma Sigma. Phi booths the girls ofa Phi Sigma Sigma
escorted losers offstage. SIgm~~Igma~allydid it! The 21 girls could be found dancing on the stage.
The beautiful women ofPhi ?f!hi SIgma SIgma.were finally Phi Sigma Sigma also had a
Sigma Sigmaworked.overtime on I~t~a~don February 10 ofthis year.,' Hawaiian luausocial with theirbrother
Fridaynight, not only performing their ImtIatIon was a bondin~ exp~ence ~aternity, BetaTheta Pi. All ofthe
J-promrenditiort ofRocky Horror and a mo~entous step m the lIves of grrls had fun dressing up in hu1a skirts
, Picture Show, Castaway and Survivor all ofthe grrls. ..' and leis. The booty dance contest
(theTV series andthe song), but also ~ ~oughdilIgence, perseverance, wasthe highlight ofthe evening.
contributing tbeittalentstoHollywood, dedication, awesome ~eadershipand Phi SigmaSigma is having a
,squareS openfugslot as the "hu1a cons~t ~upport ~f.frien~ and other clothing drive withinthe organization
girIs."~We all oweadebt ofgratitude orgamza~ons,~hiSIgmaSI~a to supportNational Clean Out Your
toPhi SigmaSigmafortheir excellent accomplI~hedIts l?ng sought after goal Closet Week in order to help out
overachievement. .o~beco~g.anatio~al sorority. This ,needypeople. Phi ~gmaSigma also
The first performance ofthe night wm~,Phi SI~aSIgmahad their first sponsored the 2nd Annual: Throw
,was Radio X's outstanding J,.prom expenencep~ttmgon a formal rush. It ZetasPi, with the fraternity Signia
skit, featuring faculty member, Kate ' ~ook a lot-oftime and hard work, but Alpha Mu, on March 28. Throw
Waites.. Theirjokeshad to do with ItW~fun,successful, and a great ZetasPi is aphilanthropic event in
Nova. And who didn't'adorelate l~g.experience. Phi Sigma Sigma which all students and facu1ty canpay
, night ''making love right, the Professor, ?~ed SIX~e~pledges who will be to throw whip cream pies in the faces
ofOldies" (DJMarty's) finatlineafter ' lllltiatedWIthin the next few weeks. ofother students and facu1ty ofNova
a Back Street Boys parody. ' ;,~ec~~ly, some ofthe sisters of Southeastern University in order to
The winner oO-prom byjudge's Phi SIgmaSI~~had~e opportunity . raisem~eyfor theNational Kidney
decision turned outtobe SigmaAlpha ,to attend a PhI SIgma-SIgmaconven- Foundation.
Mu. Their lip-sync oftheVillage' Th 5 ' '.' , ,.' ·People'S"Itt1heNllVY':~tIamingIy .• e ammles Do It Again
funny. TheIr Chorus Ime did a great
jobwith"Cabin Fever." What un-
doubtedly won itfor the Sammies was
ColinJones' and Jenny Rembe's
renditi~nof"Somewhere" andAngel
Gutierrez's convincinglyreal portrayal
ofa Navy sergeant.
Hollywood Squares se~edas
authentic as the real show except in
NSU's version th~ stars were actually
'fimny. Despite a few malfunctioning
neon X's and a's (or could ithave
been the buzzed facu1ty and stafi);the
show went on without a hitch. In fact,
it was a great Hollywood Squares. I
, can honestly say, and I think everyone
who attended wou1d agree, thatit was
the best Hollywood Squares comes to
NSU. '
•• 00:.•' •..~~ • _::..,:;..:..... ..........,.. ... ....__._....._-_.,..;.;..,-__. ..-'__ :;;;:::::::".'"=~__.~~_,:;;_
.-~-;;"'-----'~<~~'-"'"''
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Mr. Flight Deck has become an Advisor
side ofthe college experience." It
seems like Frankhad a similar work
experience to Lester inAmerican .
Beauty.
I found it interestingthat Frank
Majnerich; Director ofthe Student
Union, Cleveland Ferguson III Esq.,
The Director ofStudentActivities and
Student Leadership, Lisa Murray, the
AccountsAnalyst, and Bonnie
Hoffman an administrator in the
Recreation and Wellness Department
all recently took up different positions
at NSU or pursued other opportuni-
ties. Dr. Brad Williams assured me
that they should be able to fill all these
key positiohSwithinthe Division of
StudentAffairs before next school
year.
tion and told me to go get some rest. I
realize now that he is gone what a
great boss he was."
Frank recently became an
Academic Advisor in March 2001.
His duties now are to provide coun-
. _ seling for students, assist students, and
<. act as a liaison with thecadministration
and students. He now helps in sched-'
uling, registering, and counseling on all .
aspects ofacademic affairs involving
students. Frankhas met with his first
four students. He sajd, "I am looking
forward to working with students in a
differentcapacity. I wantto help
create an atmosphere where students
are confident and comfortable in
seeking advisement in choosing their
own careerpaths."
,I asked Frank, "Your transfer
was very sudden. Can you'comment
on that?" He. said, "Thisjob
allows me to work fewer
houTs in the office and spend
more time with familyand
stillhave apositive effect on .
students. I enjoyed Illyjob
but it was time to change.It
was fun and interactive. The
possibilities to affect student
involvementand improve
student attitudes about NSU
were exciting." Frank
thought about my question a
little longerand said, "The
administrativephilosophy
andvision changed after the
-creation ofwhat is now
known as StudentAffairs.
My vision and goalsre- ,
mained the same: creating an
environment at the Flight
Deck where any student
could socialize and relax. My
yision, to help students, has
changed to encompass the
administrative and academic
the Flight Deck, inventory ofthe Flight
Deck, supervising the student employ-
ees and other facets ofrunning the
Frank Majnerich: maybe you Flight Deck. He was promoted to
don't recognize the last name because Director ofthe Student Union a year
most people just know him as Frank" ag~...His duties expanded so that he
the former Director oftheStudent ~ was:ihe creative force behind the
Union (FlightDeck). Frankrecently Flight Deck. The Director ofthe
transferred to anotherjob here at Student Unionacts·as the facilities
NSU. He is now an academic advisor manager ofthe Rosenthal Building and
for the Undergraduate Business & l';V~tmanager. 600 events were held
Administrative Studies Department. I at NSU this year and a majority were
recentlyhad the chanceto interview held at the RosenthalBuilding.
him. I had the opportunity to speak
I asked him, "Howdid you With Dean Brad Williams who was
come to workfor the Flight Deck and Frank's direct.supetvisor for about 8
now become an academic advisor?": years, I asked him, "What qualities
Franksaid, "Wen, I have been here a did Frank show that caused'his
long time. I attended NSU as an promotion to Director ofthe Student
undergraduate and then as a graduate Union.." He said, "Frank's commit-
student when I received myMasters mentto NSU and work ethic were
Degree in Mental Health Counseling in key to his promotion. Frank is very
1995: I started working full timefor likeable ap.d he did his jobwell. I
the school in 1991 and at StUdentLife don't think we will be able to replace
in 1993." Frank started working:in him butwe are trying to find a candi-
Student Life as an accounts analyst. date \yho can expand on what Frank
He was responsible for handling the did here."
student life budget and working with I asked Frank, "What was the
club and organizationtreasurers in goal ofthe Flight Deck?" He said,
handling theirmoney. Frank also "We wanted it to be the campUs living
began offering leadership workshops room. In saying that, I mean to create
and conferences for students and . a comfortable area that any student
student leaders. would want to interact in socially and
From 1996-1998, Frank aided to have a pleasant atmosphere. We
in creating whatis now knownas the walited to create services that benefit
Flight Deck. Previous to this, the students. We focused on customer
second floorofthe Rosenthal building service with the students in mind."
only had offices. Ithad a white motif SheilaZolnoorhas been working
with the walls, floors, and furniture all at the Flight Deck since the beginning
being white. Frankhelped supervise - ofthe school year. I asked her what
the construction ofthe bar, bringing in Frank was like a supervisor. Sheila
the pool tables, ping pong tables, bat said, "He was very understanding and
stools, the theater, booths and every:- compassionate. He was very down to
thing now in theFlightDeck.1n1998, earth. He made s~ethatthejobwas
he became the AssistantDirector of done right but he made it fun." She
the Flight Deck. His duties then also said," One time I cameinto
includedprogramming, the upkeep of work real sick he noticed my condi-
by Caleb Kennedy
StatfWriter
Contributed articles are welcomed at
The Knight Newspaper.
Please come by The Knight ~ewspaper's.office, located in the
Modular with Rec. & Wellness and Academic Services.
If you are interested, please call the Editor, Jennifer
WhifeSel, at (954) 262-8455 or e-mail atnsunews@nova.edu
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Grand Opening of NSU's
First Inter-Faith Center
by Noelle Barrera '
StaffWriter
College is a time for experimen-
tation and self-discovery, and yet the
quest for spirituality is also a popular
extra-curricularactivity for some.
NSU boasts overnine religiously
affiliatedclubs and organizations,
includingundergraduate andgraduate
groups.
Active membership in these
groups has continued to rise in the last,
few years, ~flecting the increasing
interest inmatters offaith among ,
students. The religions represented
include but are not limitedtoChristian-,
ity, Islam, and Judaism. At a place like
NSU, where diversity and tolerance
are the rule, these groups have been'
allowed to grow withouthindrance._
Interestingly enough, theUniver-
sityhas activelyresponded in total
supportofthis movement. Evidence
ofthis is the rec~t opening ofthe
Inter-Faith Center, an area set aside
by StudentAffairs strictly for the
purpose ofproviding a campus-based
"home" forthe many religiously'
affiliatedcampus clubs.
"We did a lot ofresearch and
,foundthat spirituality is increasing in
colleges across the country. As our
own student body is also increasing,
opening the Inter-Faith Centerseemed
a logical solution to what we perceived
as a need," commented BradWilliams,
Dean ofStudentAffairs. He also went
to say that, "We willpe monitoririg the
uSage ofthe Centerin the spring and
into the fall to see ifwe were correct in
our aSsumption." So the idea is use it
or lose it.
The Inter-Faith Center is located
in the Farquhar CenterAnnex #4,
between the Office ofRecreation and'
Wellness and the Knight Newspaper.
Religiously-affiliatedstudentgroups
can reserve the largeroom for meet·:
ings, religious celebration and obser-
vance, oranything else they may think
of. Additionally available is 3:11 office
with a desk and telephone that is
adjacent to the large room, providing
aco~enthomebase'for club
busi~~. In order to reserve the
space~:a club simplymustcontact
TomVitucci, DirectorofRecreation
and Wellriess, at 262-7304.
" "~otherexample ofthe
University's supportoffaith-related
activities is the annual Inter-Faith
Dialogue, sponsoredbyResidential
Life. Itusually takes place as part of
the BlueRibbonprograms in the
Spring, and attempts to include
representation frQm a wide spectrUm
ofreligions. Traditionally, community
leaders andlofstudents sit on a panel
andbrieflyexplain theirbeliefs. The'
attendingaudience ofstudents and
staffis also giventhe opportunity ask
their ownquestions, which allows for
an interesting and infonnative discus~
sian. In the past, representatives
from religions such as Christianity,
Judaism, Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism,
andB~ai have participated. Unfor-',
tunately, during this pastyear's event,
twoofthe majorWestern religions,
Judaism and Christianity were not
inc1udedinthe panel.
Faith itselfis a response to the
human search for meaning, and'
evidence ofthis quest is all around.
This includes evenAmerica's newest
President, whofrequently makes
mention ofhis beliefin God. In his
InauguralAddress in January of
2001, President Bush stated, "We
are not this story's author, who fills
time and eternity with his purpose.
Yet his purpose is achieved in our
,duty, and ourduty is fulfilled in
service to one another." President
Bush's-own spiritualjourneyhas led
him to see that faith is notjust inner
contemplation andreflection, but
responsive action intenns ofservice.
, Spirituality seekers are finding
that more exists than what can be
perceivedthrough the five senses
alone. Not only that, but the inner .
spiritual lifeofan individual certainly
affects his orher outward life and
inten¢oris with,the surrounding
world. "My Christian faith gives me a
peace that helps me stay focused,
evenwith all the craziness ofschool
and life," said undergraduate student
Robin Thomas. ,
AnotherNSU student, Tehsin
Siddiqui, is treasurer oflMAN, the
International MuslimsAssociation at
Nova. For her, Islam is ''notjust faith,
because my ~orals andprinciples are
basedon my faith. They affect how I
talk to people and interact with them."
IMANmember Mohammed Zaman
also commentedthathis faith provides
- structure forms entire life.
Student Dino Sarma's Christian
faith was tested during a difficult )'
situation this semester, but it endured.
He said, "It is really so nice to feel
secure inthe knowledge that God is
watching over me, and that he sends
me such obvious signS showing me his
love and care."
These students are only a
sampling ofthe many atNSUwhose
lives are profoundly affectedby tneir
beliefs. Ofcourse, not all students
embrace spirituality. 'Sunil Patel, an
undergraduate Life Sciences major,
does notbelieve in organizedreligion.
"There is a commonness thatpeople
seek which could befound simply by
interacting with otherpeople. How-
ever, I believe that there is God, but it
is not my task to wonder about it.
God is a great mystery."
There are many opportunities for
those who do wish to keep a spiritual
perspective while atNSU, where all
forms ofdiversity are officiallywel-
come. The three undergraduate
religiously affiliated studentgroups are
IMAN,InterVarsityChristianFellow..--
ship (IVCF), and HILLEL (the Jewish
campus organization). Formore
infon:nationconcerning these groups
and their activities, can contact the
.following: !MANPresident -Hina
Siddiqui~hinasid@nova:edy, IVCF
President- Noelle Barrera-
barreran@nova.~Hillel President-
Jennifer Fass -YaakovaI4@aol.com.
Undergrad 'Residents
Support Multipte
Sclerosis
by Neil Starr, Ed.D.
ContributingWriter
OnApril 28-29, Iwill bepartici-
paring in the 15thAnnual BreakAwayto
Key Largo, a finid-raising bikeride for
theNationalMultiple Sclerosis Society.
Eachrider inthis ISO-mile, two-dayride
must raise at least$250. Mypersonal
goal is $1,000. 'Thanks tothe under-
graduatestudents inGoodwinHall, I
mayjustreachthatgoal.
"Penny Wars" was held on
Tuesday, March 27, inGoodwinHall.
Ijoined GoodwinHallAADAnne
Marie Poulos and 2ndFloor RA
JenniferWhitesel as theywalked
through the residence hall collecting
donations ofpennies, silvercoins, and
dollarbills. The students put their
pennies in thecontairter for their own
floor and put the silver and dollarbills
in thecontainers ofthe other floors.
In thiswar, pennies count as positive
points for the floor and silver andbills
are negative, Whoe":-eF has the highest
net total is the winner. All tl1e money is
donated to the chosen cause.
Multiple Sclerosis is a devastat-
ing diseaseofthe central nervous
systemthat strikes young adults,
usually between the ages of20 and
40. MS is devastating because it is so
unpredictable. The progress, severity,
and speci:tic symptoms ofthe disease
cannot be foreseen. The NationalMS
,Society, founded in 1946, is working
to find the cause and a cure for MS,
,as well as providing services to those,
who are in any way affected bythe ,
disease. With200 people per week
being diagD<~sedwith MS, there is
much work to be done. The funds
raised through Penny Wars, and all
donations to the NMSS, are used to
advance the research into MS and to
help people with the disease.
This'is my first fund-raising
bicycle ride iIi almost four years.
Thanks to all the students in Goodwin
Hall, I will be able to reach my
personal fund-raising goal and support
a worthwhile cause.Donations are still
being accepted.. Ifanyone would like
to donate, please contact me at
starrn@nova.edu.· Donations are tax-
deductible and will be accepted
throughApril 27.
-------------------'-----
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Mardi Gras Reality Check: The
Carnival H d. C . ·
bY Caleb Kennedy y rogen onsplracy
StaffWriter .
The SGA Mardi Gras Carni-
val was held on March 23,2001 at
the Rec Plex. when envisionin~the
Mardi Gras Carnival many people
might naturally asswne something
rivaling that ofthe Homecoming
Carnival. Sadly, those people would
be mistaken.
The Carnival was more like an
informal Bar-B-Q. Radio X provided
music for the slow starting event that
lacked all essential elements of
carnival activities.
Let's review what was present,
hot dogs, burgers, veggie burgers,
beverages, t-shirts, and Mardi Gras
beads. In all fairness, the event was
supposed to be an elaborate affair. It
turns out that there was some mis-
communication between the adminis-
tration and those students involved in
SGA planning the event. It really isn't
clear why there was so much hoopla
for these two events. The Betas have
a Mardi Gras Party nearly every year.
The planning and all the hard work to
plan the Mardi Gras Carnival fen
through. It is a shame that the SGA
thatjust completed one oftheir final
events on a note like this.
NSUSGA was recognized as
one ofthe up and coming SGAs in
Florida out ofall the private colleges
& universities.
by Steve Paredes
ContributingWriter
We're going to run out of
petrolewn fuels in about seventy
years. That's scary once you consider
how completely addicted this world is
to fossiJ fuels. Some ofyou may not
care, considering you'll be about
ninety years old and on your way out
when this happens. However, there's
a good chance we'll run out ofoil
twenty years early, and that we'll live
longer than 100, in which case we'll
be SOL.
The point is that there's reason
to beworried. Our worries have
been pacifiedby scientists' claims that
we can easily replace our current
fossil fuel energy addiction with solar
panels, windmills, and hydroelectric
dams.
The most impressive alternative
offered, however, is the prospect of
getting energy from hydrogen. Think
ofit! A pollution-free, readily avail-
able fuel source to drive our cars!
The reality, unfortunately, is that we
are being lied to. Hydrogen is not a
viable energy alternative; hydrogen is
the illusion ofinnovation to soothe our
worried minds.
Theoretically, hydrogen can be
used as a fuel source. It's even
somewhat practical, as demonstrated
by Detroit's prototype hydrogen fuel
cell cars. There's only one problem:
WE DON'T HAVE ANY HYDRO-
GEN RESERVES. Sure, we have a
lot ofhydrogen on Earth, but almost
all ofit exists in water.
Many people think we can use
the hydrogen in water to get energy,
but wecan'tbecause water is essen-
tially "burned" hydrogen, just like
carbon dioxide is "burned" carbon.
All we can do is turn water-bound
hydrogen back into gaseous hydrogen
by putting energy back into it, like
recharging a dead battery. Some
people seethe Earth's oceans as an
endless source ofenergy. What we
really have is an endless source of
dead batteries.
What can we do with all this
rechargeable hydrogen? It's very
simple to put energy back into hydro-
gen by electrolyzing water; however,
the energy
we put into
hydrogen
must come
from
some-
where. The
current
source of
energy for
hydrogen
fuel is (big
surprise)
fossil fuels!
The use of
hydrogen to
drive cars does not eliminate petro-
lewn as the source ofenergy; in fact, it
makes the situation worse. By
introducing another energy conversion
step, the process becomes less
efficient.
In addition, the emissions that
are not coming out ofa hydrogen fuel
cell car are instead coming out ofthe
smokestacks ofa hydrogen produc-
tion plant. The environmental lobby-
ists in Washington have worked
tirelessly for years to achieve the
emissions control standards oftoday's
automobile industry. By eliminating
car emissions and instead transferring
thepetroleum burning process to a
new, unregulated industry (the hydro-
gen production industry), fossil fuel
corporations can reap the profits of
decreased pollution control. The
.same goes for the "revolutionary"
electric cars now driven in California;
the electricity that powers these cars
comes mainly from fossil fuels.
At this point it's not hard to
imagine a conspiracy. Energy corpo-
rations couldmake huge profits from
this whole hydrogen fiasco: decreased
fuel efficiency means greater fuel
demands, and decreased pollution
controls translate to higher profit
margins. Dismissing this all as a crazy
conspiracy theory becomes harder
when you realize how much money
the energy industry has invested in
hydrogen fuel technologies, and how
much they have pushed hydrogen as
"The Fuel ofTomor-
row." It has been
ridiculously easy to
convince th~ public that
their amazing develop-
ments into hydrogen fuel
technologies will serve to
preserve the environ-
ment. It seems they are
determined to wring
every possible dollar out
ofthe next seventy years
ofpetrolewn.
But what happens
when the petrolewn runs
out? Ifwe want to use
hydrogen after that, we would have to
use either solar, wind, or hydroelectric
power to produce hydrogen fuel.
Once again, hydrogen only acts as a
chemical battery, not a fuel source.
No matter which energy alternative
we end up using, we can't get too
excited about it, because all viable
energy sources are simply conversions
ofsolar energy.
The energy from fossil fuels was
first stored by photosynthetic plants
millions ofyears ago. The energy
from wind is due to differential solar
heating ofthe atmosphere. The
energy in hydroelectric power comes
from the water cycle, which is pow-
ered by solar energy. Whichever fuel
we use, we are just manipulating
energy from the sun; up until now,
fossil fuels have just been the easiest
way to do it.
Whether we embrace hydrogen
or not, the future ofpetroleum seems
certain; Corporate America and
OPEC are determined to bum all ofit.
They don't care whether they are
burning it in gasoline engines or in
hydrogen production plants, the point
is to make the most amount ofmoney
whil~the party lasts. The only time
when we will truly tum to alternative
energy sources is when we suck the
last oil barrel dry.
govern-
menthas
invested '
some
money into
research-
ingthe
potential
hazards of
hash on
the sick
anddying..
After
.evaluating
tq.e scien-
tific
evidence
for benefits
and risks
ofusing
marijuana
as a medicine, in its 1999 Review of
Medical Marijuana, the Institute of
Medicine recommended against the
use'ofsmoked marijuana in medicine.
It also recommended that "compas-
sionate use ofmarijuanabe consid-
ered under carefully reviewed proto-
cols." In the report, they focused on
the potential ofcannabinoid-based
drug treatments and calledfor analysis
ofcannabinoids' psychological ~ffects
on symptoms and evaluations ofthe
health consequences ofheavy mari-
juana use. In other words, the feds
still don'twantto legalize marijuana.
Rightnow, several states have
made the medical use ofmarijuana
done ofpeople who smokedpot as
an alternative treatment for their
sickness, and most ofthese people
reported feeling better because ofit
Nausea was often cured or alleviated
by cannabis. On the other hand, the
minimal amount ofresearch thathas
been done in this area has produced
mainlyvague and inconsistent findings.
The reason for this is partially due to
the fact that smoking pot is still illegal
in many places, and only very few
people have permission to use it as a '
medical treatment i
It is also difficult to study the
long-term effects ofmarijuana on ill
patients because ofthe complications
due to illness. Yet, because ofadvo-
categroups like the Green party, even
the U.S.
The psychoactive ingredient in
marijuana (Cannabis sativa) is
tetrahydocannabinol (THC), which is
known for its hallucinogenic and
pleasure-giving effects. Opponents of
the medical use ofmarijuana warn that.
alon~relationship With Mary
Jane c'criiproduce some harmful side
effects:: Lung cancer and "diminished
mental)lbility" were cited among
these. in order to benefit from can-
< ,
nabis-Without experiencing cancerand
psychoactive side effects, medicines
like anandamine and another cannab-
inoid called mariilolare being pre-
scribed.
Inmy opinion;prescribing
marijuana for the sick and dying is
somewhat like giving a severely
de-
pressed
person
elec- .'
tric-
shOCk
treat-
ment.
The ~
only
side
effect,
posi-
tiveor
nega-
tive,
from
shock
treat-
mentis
'rnenny
loss.
In asense, this allows the depressed
person to "forget their troubles."
Feeling stoned from pot gives the
same kind ofrespite from physical
pain as memory loss does for mental'
pain. The exception to thisanalogy is
in cases where marijuanais legiti-
mately used to treat tremors or
nausea.
, The question t:emains, is there
aCtuaIscientific evidence tilat supports
medical marijuana? I checked
throughvarious ~edical journal
databases and didnot find a single
report or scientific paper~at could
positively substantiate the use of
medical marijuana. Afew studies were
by Noelle Barrera
StatTWriter
California is the epicenterfor the
strange, bizarre, and otherworldly. In
this place where everything goes, a
member ofthe Green political party
attempted to pass an ordinance
legalizing the personal growth and use
ofmarijuana in November of2000.
According to Stephanie
Nishikawaofsouthern California's
KOVR 13 News, Measure G would
have allowed residents ofMendocino
County to grow up to 25 plants
withoutpenalty. One ofthe main
,supporters ofthe ordinance, former
U.S. Congressman Dan Hamburg,
wants marijuana legalizedbecause his
mothersuffers from breast cancer and
uses marijuana Rice Krispie Treats to'
stimulate her appetite. 'Apparently, the
"munchies" canbe a goodthing when
you are very sick.
The debate still continues as to
whethermarijuanais efj!ective for
medical use, not only in the U.S. but
also in places like Canada and the
UK. Known in CentralAsia and '
China as early as 3000 BC, marijuana
was used as a folk medicine (MS
Encarta). Presently, people are
smokingpot to relieve themselves
from pain associated withAIDS,
glaucoma, advanced cancer, and other
chronically painful illnesses. The most
legitimate cannabis curing effect has,
been its ability to stop tremors associ-
ated with multiple sclerosis (MS).
Until now, there was no treatment for
tremors, andthis "alternative" has
caught the attention ofmedical profes-
sionals.
CBSHealthWatch reported that
cannabinoids, chemical substances
that make up cannabis, are being
isolated and synthesized for prescrip- .
tion use as an alternative to cannabis.
Some ofthese cannabinoids are
producednaturally in small amounts in '
ourbodies. Anandamine, named after
the Sanskritword for "bliss," has been
found inhigher amounts inMS
patients when they are having spasms
and tremors.' Thus, by prescribing
anandamine for MS patients, they are
onlyenhancingthenatural ''blissful''
system alreadyinplace.
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Medical Marijllana: Prescribing a High
legal, following the leadofCalifornia
andArizona in 1996. So do patients
in these stateswho are prescribed
marijuanahave to visit theirneighbor-
hood dealer for the stuff? No,
companies like Compassion Club sell
to patients referred by doctors. One
such company is currently involved in
a federal lawsuit that has reached the
U.S. Supreme Court. United States
v. Oakland Cannabis Buyers' Coop'"
erativeis the fed's attempt to shut-
down the OCBS. The federal gov-
ernment is arguing that there isno
"medical necessity" for the use of
marijuana,as treatment; and that if
someone needs THC, they cantake
the cannabinoid drug MarinoL Ac-
'cording to High Times Online, only
14 ofthe 8,000 OCBS members pass
the strict "medical necessity" stan-
dards, and thus are legally qualified to
ingestmarijuana for medical use.
OCBS lawyers counter with their
argument that regardles& ofthe law,
patients do have a medical need for
marijuana. It is now for the Justices to
decide onthis potentially
groundbreaking case.
Medical marijuana lobbyists are
often perceived as scam artists who
just want to legalize pot for their own
use. Maybe they are. On the other
hand, when people suffer as much as
they do from chronic illnesses such as
AIDS and cancer, shouldn't they have
the freedom to choose their own pain
relief? The answers are not clear, but
kept hidden in a pool ofbiased data
and dogmatic politics. Itwill be
interesting to watch what will happen,
and how Mary Jane may affect the
treatment ofthe sick and dying in this
country.
Much ofthe information for this
article came from a website called
"Erowids Cannabis Vault - Medical
Marijuana" found at http://
www.erowid.orglplants/cannabis/
cannabis medical.shtml. This com-
prehensive site contains links to other
informative sites andjournal articles
regardirig medical marijuanaand all
the impliCations associated with it
(Author's disclaimer: I do not
smoke pot nor do I endorse its use, '
got it?)
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Sims is thehottestsellinggame in
the computergaming industry andat
times was thebest sellingcomputer
software in the country. The Sims and
The Sims Livin' Largeexpansionpack
areextremelyentertaining.
Sims is a computergame inwhich
theplayercontrols all the action. The
objectofthe game is to buildahouse,
get ajob, and make as many friends as
possible. Thegame is extraordinarily
realisticand life-like.
Sevenmeters help theplayer's·
monitortheircharacters: they are energy,
tim, social,hygiene,bladder, room, and
comfort. Ifthe characterhasn't seenhis
friends inawhile the social meterkeeps
droppinganddepression ensues. The
characterwillnot wantto go to work or
do any activities. The bladderineter
keeps dropping and ifthe gamerdoes
not make the characteruse the bath-
roomtheplayerwill go inhispants. The
gamertriestomaintainhigh levels forall
the meters.
Dear Nearly Crushed,
I am glad that you can see
someone for the beauty that is on the
inside and not judge a person by his/
her appearance. Ifmore people were
like you then this world would be a
much better place. It sounds like your
boyfriend may not actually realize how
big he is. You need to sit down and
have a very serious talkwi~ him,
because you can end up being seri-
ously hurt. Have you talked to him
about his weight? Not only can it be
detrimental to your health, but he can
suffer as well. Youwill have to tell him
that ifhe keeps squeezing you in those
"bearhugs" and keeps parking his
body on top ofyou then you are out
ofthere. Don't back down; you have
to be firm. Take care and good luck.
Sara
Sara
My boyfriend is a big guy who
weights about 300 Ibs. He has a great
personality and is a lot offun to be
with. Sometimehe gets playful and
gives me a bear hug or sits on my lap
joking around. I am ofslight build and
I'm unable to budge him. What I'm
trying to say is I love him and all but
he inflicts pain on me without even
realizing. When I tell him this he
laughs and says, ''you know I
wouldn't hurt you" but he does hurt
me. How can I get through to him?
Nearly Crushed
relationships keep ending they keep
getting disappointed. Put your son
first. You don't need a man who is
going to make you feel like crap. You
would be better offalone. Good luck.
__..,< Sara
Dear Puppy Love,
It is always better not to be
romantically involvedwith someone
you work with. It only leads to
problems and stress in the work
place. Why does your boyfriend put
you down and call you lazy? And
most importantly, ifhe is putting you
down, why is he still yourboyfriend?
I am glad that your son brings youjoy,
but youhave to think about him first
and foremost. I am assuming that the
live-in guy is the baby's father. Have
you tried talking to yourboyfriend
about the way that he treats you?
Before you go and bring another guy
into the mix you need to talk to your
boyfriend. Don't make the same
mistake so many other women make.
As soon as their husband or boyfriend
doesn't act the way they want, they
start looking for someone else. That
is fine ifthere are no childreninvolved.
The kids are the ones who end up
getting hurt because they usually get
pretty attached and then when the
Hi Sara,
I have a problem. I have a crush
on one ofmy co-workers, and I am
not sure how to tell him. There are
other problems. I have a live in '
boyfriend whom lAM NOT
GETING ALONG with. He often
puts me down and calls me lazy. I am
not happy at home except for being
with my infant son. But at work I
look forward to seeing this person all
the time. How do I tell him? Should I
be discreet or honest with my live in
loser?
Sincerely,
Puppy Love
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Ask Sara Sims Blows the Bytes
Off the Competiton
by Caleb Kennedy Raises andpromotions come
StaffWriter faster to characters with friends and a
good attitude. There are many career
paths to choose from politicianto thief:
rockstar to pro-athlete, or even slackel
Thegreatthing aboutthis game is all the
options available.
Characters canbuildtheirown
houses. There are aplethoraoffeatures
to choose from. There are twenty
different couches to choose from and
even statues, paintings, and arobot are
available. Characters canamass a
fortune andthenbuywhateverthings
theywant exceptcars. The characters
haverelationshipswith simulated
characters. Characterscanhave
acquaintances and friends. Characters
are able to flirt, hug, kiss, talk,joke,
dance, fight, andgivegifts.
All these differentoptions from
buildinghousesofyourown design,
making friends, makingmoney, havinga
job, andhavingrecreational skills make
Sims thebest sellinggameonthe
market. It is notsurprisinggiventhe
commercial success ofTVreality show~
that this game is ahit.
women
down.
This
movieisa
physical
comedy
rifewith
falls and
spills.
There are
abundant
mnuen-
does and
funny
object
placements. The developing rivalry
between the mother and daughter
mirrors that ofDirty, Rotten,
Scoundrals.
WIlliam'splI1egmaticsmoking
draws laugh as he is rarely without a
cigarette or cough. He proclaims the
virtues ofsmoking until his lastbreath.
His death with a sculpted penis next to
his mouth drew laughter from the
audience (maybe nervous laughter at
this unlikely event).
This movie is really an unex-
pected departUre for the bigger stars
in the movie. Heartbreakers offers a
light-hearted comedy without much
substance that will no doubt continue
to do well. As a final note, only the
driving scenes were exterior shots of
the Breakers filmed in Palm Beach.
(Gene Hackman) a man worth billions
who will probably die soon. They
arrange it so they meet by "chance."
Max works on seducing William
which gives Page the time to prove to
herselfand her mom that she can pull
a con herself. She is still young, as her
mother points out, and unable to not
fall for the quirky naturalist she meets.
She finds love with Jack (Jason Lee).
Trouble
escalates
asWilliam
dies and
Dean (Ray
Liotta) a
cheating
former
husband
tracks the
by Caleb Kennedy
StaffWriter
The movie Heartbreakers offers
more cleavage than any PG-13 movie
really should. Despite the intense
exposure to certain body parts,
Heartbreakers is a good film; it is
funny and offers more than expected.
Before viewing the movie, I was
keenly interested in seeing the location
shotsofthe
movie. The
movIe was
filmed almost
entirely in
PalmBeach
County and
Dade
County.
Castingcalls
were an-
nouncedfor
days over the
radio stations
Once
there was a
woman who
met a man
who pulled a
"conceive
and leave."
She had
a baby girl
and was
forced to
make an existence by herselfat a
young age. Acon artist taught her the
trade and took her in. The woman is
Max (Sigourney Weaver). She is
mature now. Her daughter is also her
partner in their marry- catch cheating-
divorce moneymaking enterprise.
Page (Jennifer Love Hewitt) is Max's
daughter, a capable con herself.
Page is growing up and wants to
go solo. Max has been misreporting
their earnings to keep Page from
wanting to make money on her own.
They are approached by an IRS
employee who supposedly seizes all
their money. Max tricks Page into one
last con that will be worth millions.
They go to Palm Beach, Florida
to find anunsuspecting multi-million-
aire. They find their target in William
laughed since Frankwasn't winning
any congeniality contests) while our
heroFrank suffered further injuries
from falling embers and his own roof-
top accessories. Oh sweet irony.
The house fire was eventually
subdued, and paramedics summoned
. to transport the loudmouth antagonist
to the hospital. Although he is recov-
ering from his injuries from head to tail
and third leg, itjs obvious to medical
staffthat he will never again be able to
procreate with quite the same gusto.
Alas, the dog's revenge was sweetly
fitting.
Neighbors have set up a
memorial fundfor the golden
retriever. Photographs ofthe man-
shaped depression in the lawn are
available upon request.
Don 1 be fooled by the innocent looks ofa
Golden Retriever puppy, just ask Frank what
they can do ifprovoked.
(1 April 2001, New York) A
literary agent named Frank found
himselfdazed and patting out flames
when he arrived at a two-alarm house
fire equipped with a sandwich, a
bullhorn, whiskey, and a lawnchair. He
settled into his seat perched on the
roofofa nearby house, and pro-
ceeded to lecture and direct the
startled emergency crew while he ate.
Three yellow-suited firemen had
just finished clearingthe house,
rescuing the residents' young golden
retriever in the process, when they
heard Frank's command to "Drop the
dog and open the hydrant this instant!"
They turned in surprise and
dropped the yelpingpuppy, which
immediately burst into flames. On,..
lookers mobbed the base ofthe
neighbor's house and threw cans and
shrubbery at Frank, who batted
the projectiles aside with his
bullhorn while continuingto drink
whiskey and issue commands.
"The north side is engaged!
Position the hose along the azalea
bushes!"
Finally the reasonably
aggravated senior fireman,
currently on administrative leave,
picked up the dead (but still
burning) dog and flung it onto the
roof. The flaming dog ofdoom
landed in Frank's lap, igniting his
spilled whiskey and severely
burning his crotch. (GO puppy
GO!)
Frank heaved the dog (who
we'll call "Sparky," no pun
intended, ok maybe there is but
it's a Darwin, it's ok) offhimself,
but neglected to brace his feet on
the slanted roof. The lawnchair
toppled and fell from the house,
miraculously avoiding onlookers,
who watched not knowing
whether to help or laugh (most
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Darwin Awards : Indiana Jones Heartbreakers Provides
an~ ~he Flaming Dog of Doom Easy Laughs
byEnka nlaz I
LayoutEditor
Once again I would like to remind the readers that Darwins are NOT for
the faint at heart. Ifyou are at all offended by the thought ofa flaming golden
retriever exacting it is revenge from beyond the grave I urge you to stop reading
now. Ifnot, enjoy the tale (or tail) ofIndiana Jones and the Flaming Dog of
Doom. ->t
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"light Fit.
• Competitive $alaries/Benefits
• 20 % Annual Growth
Baseball
The Nova Southeastern Baseball
team continues to struggle through the
season with an overall record of 16-
24 and a Conference record of6-9.
The Knights will continue play through
the month ofApril hopefully turning
things around with conference wins.
Now Mi....
.....$•.~ Associate
-Cashiers
-Wsual Associates
.C.mOffice
TheDCIint isn't even dry.
(Neither are the careers.)
-zoo + StOres
• Advancement Potential
Very soon. anew Stein Mart store will be arriving in COOper City. That means a
retaHstorefuUof upscale. ofl'*price merchandise. as well as challenging and fun
career opportunities.
• Customer Service
Supervisor/Leads
• Sales Associate.
• Receiving Associates
Previous retail experience preferred, but not
neressary.1bt~~~n.
apply at out uew·_tJon.~.•"$.
~.ad.•~r City. apply online
at www.stelntt\$J1:.com.
EOE
Softball
The Nova Southeastern Univer-
sity Softball team is in the middle of
Women's Golf
The lady Knights golfteam
has had an up and down year. The
team struggled in the fall but have had
-a better spring. The team is young
having three freshman players. One
important tournament remains for the
lady Knights in Kisssimmee.Then,
hopefully, it's offto London, Ken-
tucky for Nationals.
Knights have one tournament remain-
ing, which is regionals in Kissimmee.
A victory there would send the team
to New Mexico for theNational
Championship. The men travel to the
last event ranked 8th in the nation.
The Knights will hopefully bring back
-their four freshmen and theirjunior
captain for next year.
Men's Golf
The men's golfteam is nearing
the end ofa very successful year. The
Women's Basketball
The Women's Basketball team
had an exceptional season clinching
the number one spot for the Florida
Sun Conference. Even though the
Knights' season came to a close early
they had a very successful year with a
final record of 14-13 and a Florida
Sun Conference Record of8-2. The
team earned the Regular Season
Conference Title as well as having
Head Coach Marilyn Rille earning
Coach ofthe Year Honors, Pate
getting Player ofthe Year, Freshman
ofthe Year and First Team All-
ConferenceAwards and having
Fielder and Meghanne Hickey on the
Second TeamAll-Conference.
Men's Basketball
The Men's basketball team
closed the year with a loss at the
Florida Sun Conference semi-finals to
Weber College. The Knights con-
clude their 2000-01campaign with an
overall mark of9-20. Next year
should bring more success as better
recruits are brought in to the program.
1along with winning the Region XIV
Championship vs. St. Thomas 2-1
andplaying in national Tournament.
All the players contributed to the
tremendous successful record ofthe
soccer team. Some ofthe players had
outstaflding seasons, including Jeremy
Flint who broke the school record of
121 saves in the second halfofthe
semi-finals and was named first team
all conference. Sharing the title with
Flint\vere Rafeal Ferreiro, Richard
Williams, and Teofilo Cubillas. Sec-
ond Team All-Conference went to
Eduardo Ruiz. Cubillas also was
honored as Florida Sun Conference
Player ofthe year while head coach
Joe Dipalo received theAll-Region
Coach ofthe Year Honor. Cubillas
was also made the first NSU player
inducted to Major League Soccer
when he was drafted by the Miami
Fusion.
Men's Soccer
Throughout the year the men's
soccer team had a good season.
Overall the team ended up with 14-7-
Women's Soccer
NSU's women's soccer team
brought this year's season to a close
setting new records. Collectively, the
team set the record for the most wins
in a season at sixteen. The team
broke the record for the most con-
secutive wins at seven. Finally, the
team ended the season with sixty-one
goals in a season, and the fewest goals
allowed in a season at twenty-six.
The soccer team rounded out the
season with an outstanding record of
16-6 and 11-3 in the Florida Sun
Conference.
Cross-country
The Nova Southeastern cross-
country team finished their season at
Warner Southern College. The team
took on 1st year cross-country coach
RobynHandler along with four new
faces: Allison Balkan, Erika Riddle,
Becky Bible, and Melissa. Team
captain Jennifer Whitesel gave true
meaning to the word "experience"
because her four new teammates had
never competed in cross-country.
The team competed in 8 meets all
resulting in improved times for the
girls. Next year should prove to be
the high for the team with all members
reaching goals between 19-20 min-
utes.
Volleyball
The Knight's volleyball team
finished the 2000-01 year with an
overall record of2l-l5. Senior
Stephanie Skidmore dominated the
floor this season leading the Florida
Sun Conference and the team with 68
service aces. Junior Carol Douglas
had the team high with 274 kills, and
freshman newcomer Lindsey Metts
had 741 assists for the season.
by Becky Biblt~
Kim Felix
John Scott
A.J.Walker
ContributingWriters
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Knights Wrap up the Year in Sports
:>
conference play leading the confer-
ence with a record of9-l. The
Knights are proving to be unstoppable
behind an errorless defense and an
impressive pitching staff. The Knights
will continue their quest for the
conference championship with up-
coming battles against Northwood, St.
Thomas, and Palm BeachAtlantic.
quickly, but all the rust will hopefully
rub offin the next ten games before
the playoffs begin.
With a victory over Chicago, the
Heat secured a playoffspot. Cur-·
rently, the Heat hold the third seed in
the Eastern Conference, with rightfully
hated rival NewYork holding the
fourth seed, meaning that the teams
that have meet the last four years in
the playoffs would only meet this year
in the Conference Finals.
However, there is a lot more
basketball to be played before that.
Now with Zo back in the line-up,
does the Heat become the favorite to
come out ofthe East? Despite being
a huge Heat fan, I am still not so sure.
Alonzo will more than likely be limited
to the role of6th man, playing only 20
minutes a game. But 20 minutes from
anAlonzo Mourning is better than 20
~inutesfrom any otherbench player
mtheNBA. ./
Also, the team chemistry is being
scrutinized right now. With Mason
and Grant having controlled the paint
for 70 games this year, it is suddenly
difficult to try to add another dominant
paint player in the mix. The ideal
starting line-up before the season
Zo's drive for the love ofthe began included Mason, Grant, and Zo
game made him work as hard as he on the front line.. However, the two
could to speed his return, which was learned t? play without Zo and are
not expected this season. However a now havmg a tough time learning to
few weeks ago, coach Riley gener- ' play al?ng side him. This is the reason
ated some controversy when he why Riley has stayedwith his season
announced that Mourning would be . long lineup and is bringing Zo offthe
placedon the playoffroster. The only bench to substitute for either Mason
reason for that move would be so Zo or Grant.
would be allowed to play in the This experimentwith Zo will
playoffs. have to be played out over the rest of
Thankfully, his return came even the season. In addition, guard Eddie
sooner than that. In his first three Jones is expected back for the
games back, Zo is averaging roughly playoffs. Noone can say for sure
10 points and 6 rebounds in only 20 how the team will be with its two
minutes. Ifthose minutes were superstars back and playing together
expanded to what he would normally for the first time.
play during a game, he would be right As much as I live.and die with
at his career averages ofroughly 20 the Heat, the only hope I have for this
points and 10 rebounds. season is that Zo returns to complete
So is Zo back to normal? health and that we win the champion-
Unfortunately, he is not even close. In ship, whipping the Knlcks along the
the three games since he return he is way!
... '
VISIbly rusty. He becomes tired very
Tuesday March 28th was a
memorable day for the Miami Heat
and their centerAlonzo Mourning.
The center announced in an afternoon
press conference, the same place in
October where he announced his
disease, that he had recovered enough
from the ailment to return to the team.
I'" Sherld<m l'Io.:"j
5021 Sheridan St
HOLLYWOOD
954.986.9909
Baseball is expecting a strike
after this season, because owners
know they cannot survive under the
current collective bargaining agree-
ment.;..Jught now, everyone known the
Yankees will make the World Series,
and probably win it, again. But that is
because they can afford to. The
Kansas City Royals, for example,
alongwith roughly halfofthe other
teams in the league, know that they
have the slimmest chance ofcompet-
ing with teams like the Yankees,
Indians, Red Sox, Braves, Rangers,
and Mets who spend the most money
on their teams. These teams all have
very rich owners whose deep pockets
buy their success. The biggest story
ofthe off-season was the signing of
Alex Rodriquez, who signed a ten-
year contract, for a quarter ofa billion
dollars, just to play baseball! Talent is
talent, but is anyone worth this much?
Few athletes have transcended
their sport so much that they would be
worth this much. Very few, such as
Michael Jordan, Joe Montana, Mario
Lemieux hardly got what they were
worth, but they won championships,
often. A-Rod couldnot win in
Seattle, even with Ken Griffey, Jr.
The only thing all sports should take
away from the eventual debacle ofthe
XFL is that athletes should be paid
based on performance: you win, you
get paid. Until any progress is made,
owners and players will continue to
push farts away until no one is left.
DAVIE
8908 West SR84
SW Co,ner 01595
&. P'". hlano ftd
954.916.2485
~portst:ditoriai AWarrior Ketuff I~
by Dan Grenier
StaffWriterDan Grenier
StaffWriter
The NBAhe1d its All-Star
Game, and while the game was
exciting, not much ofthe country
knew. The NBAAll-Star Game
followed what the NFL's Pro Bowl
and the NHL's All-Star Game
showed: fans are becoming less
interested in these exhibitions.
All three oftheAll-Star games
saw their lowest ratings ever. This
trend is frightening owners in these
leagues. The owners are forced to
pay higher salaries while taking in less
revenue from ticket and merchandise
sales, along with the payment for T.V.
rights. The owners are raising ticket
prices annually; making a game very
unaffordable to go to.
Many fans simply remark that
they will watch the game at home,
have a better view, cheaper food and
drinks, and not have to wait in line at
the rest room. For example, the Heat
and Dolphins charge in the area of
$20 to park anywhere close to the
stadium, which is completely outra-
geous. The ticket prices continue to
go up, even for the poor seats, and
the price offood is astronomical
considering the horrible quality. A
family can no longer see several
games a year; they are lucky ifthey
can afford to see one game per
season. A common ground must be
reached to save the NFL, NBA, and
NHL.
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Movie Mistakes
by Erika Diaz
LayoutEditor
Once again I would like to
reiterate that I did NOT notice all of
these. Actually, most ofthese are from
other people. I would also like to say
that most ofthese are obvious, but get
lost in the technicolorwonderofthis
film. Finally I would like to say that
the consensus is in; the swinging
object behind Dorothy and friends is
thought to be a bird ofsome sort and
not a suicidal member ofthe lollipop
guild as once thought... but I still think
it's suspicious. Thank. you.
During the sequence where
Dorothy meets the Scarecrow,
Dorothy's pigtails were first short
(above her shoulders) and as the song
progresses her hair gets longer (below
her shoulders), then short, and then
long again.
When the witch scares the
people in the. town where Dorothy
lands, she disappears into a cloud of
smoke she creates. But you can
clearly see her sneak down into a trap
door below.
In the beginning, when the
twister is coming to Dorothy's house
and she is trying to get in to the cellar,
on the first shot, there are three metal
buildings in the ~ackground. On the
next shot the fields have been har-
vested and the buildings are gone.
When the Wicked Witch first
appears in the smoke, Dorothy has a
lollipop in her hand. In the next shot,
she doesn't have it anywhere near her.
Several times you can see the
wire that~akes the Lion's Tail wag.
During the Tin Man's dance, you
can see ~ stagehand caught unaware
as he dashes behind the cheesy tree
props~he tries to hide.
Ifyou getone ofthe original
copies ofthe movie, you can see a
small figure behindthe blue screen in
the background
climbingup
something, then
slip, and then
swing across
the back-
ground. Again it
is quite small. It
happens shortly
after the wicked
witchofthe
west throws a
fireball at
Dorothy and
herpals. (This
would be the
bird/suicidal
mmchkin)
The album Dark side ofthe
Moon by Pink Floyd seems to be in
sync with the Wizard ofOz ifyou start
it right after the lion roars thesecond
time. Example: the song "brain dam-
age" starts right when you see the
scarecrowthe first time and the first
line is ''the lunatic is on the grass". OR
does it starts when he starts to sing "If
I only had a Brain"? Ifyou want it to
start when you meet him you have to
skip song #7 "Any colour you like"
There's still no ONE right answer for
this one.
When the wizard is getting ready
to take ofin the balloon, while most
people watch Dorothy climb out of
the basket and go after Toto, the Tin
Man is unraveling the thing holding the
hot air balloon down, then he "acci-
dentally" lets go.
You can clearly see that Toto is
wired to the curtain that he pulls back
to reveal the real wizard.
After the woodsman falls and the
witch threatens, the handle ofhis·
funnel hat switches from right to left in
three shot changes. This is due to the
film being reversed - the scarecrow's
top opens on a different side too, so
technically it's not amistake but who
cares?
The Munchkin Mayor's watch
keeps changing time, from nearly to
the hour, to twenty after the hour.
The Munchkin Soldiers are
almost all out ofstep as they march.
Does Professor Marvel steal
Dorothy's photo ofAunt Em deliber-
ately? He places it under his left leg as
he tells her to open her eyes.
The Lollipop Guild teleports all
over the scene. As Glinda departs,
they are behind Dorothy. As Glinda's
bubble rises, several Munchkins run to
where she was and wave goodbye,
yellow shirted Lollipop Guilderamong
them. Cut to Dorothy and he's still
behind her.
The blue shirted Lollipop Guilder
comes from aromd the fallen house at
the beginning of"Come Out Come
Out," but he immediately appears
emerging from ajetblackmanhole
(with ablack lip where the cover
goes) in middle ofthe yellow brick in
front ofthe house. The manhole is
never seen again. There's one for
Unsolved Mysteries.
As Dorothy is about to walk into
the backdrop as she leaves Munchkin
Land, a Munchkin Soldier on the Very
Far Right is too far and becomes
transparent with the matted-in flowers.
The Witch ofthe West refers to
the Jitterbug dance number omitted
from the final film when she says "I've
sent a little insect on ahead to take the
fight out ofthem...."
In the scene where Dorothy
picks the apple from the tree and the
tree scares her, Toto runs up towards
the tree. Just before this you see an
arm come out from behind the tree to
prompt Toto to come to the tree.
In the scene in the forest by the
cottage, a random ostrich runs by.
Nearthe verybeginning when
Dorothy goes to the guy with the
crystal ball, after she runs outofhis
trailer and the wind starts blowing, the
guy follows her and goes towards his.
horse tiedup outside. As he's walking
towards the horse you can see the
shadow ofaboom-mike along his
trailer and you can see a light from on
top ofa camera (it's a bright ball)
reflecting on his trailer in the same shot.
When Dorothy first meets Glinda
in the Land ofthe Munchkins, and
after all the songs, Glinda is telling her
to go to the Wizard. She moves and
hits her crown with her wand. It is
easy to hear.
When the group is waiting to see
the wizard, the lion sings the "If! were
King" song; The Tin Man grabs a
flowerpot and breaks it to make a
crown. When the crown falls offthe
lion's head later, it bounces around
like plastic.
Ifyou listen closely, during the
singing of"We're OffTo See The
Wizard," sung by Dorothy, the Scare-
crow and the Tin Man, you can
recognize Buddy Ebsen's gravely
voice singing. He was the original Tin
Man, but had a reaction to the
makeup. They had already recorded
the songs and it was too expensive to
re-do it. (This film was WAY over
budget and they couldn't waste time
and money re-recording songs.)
When Dorothy is flIDlling home
from Professor Marbles, the twister is
on the left ofthe house. In the next
scene, whereAuntie Em is shouting
•Iza
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rd·ofOz
When, at the Emerald city,
Dorothy and all her friends are
allowed now to go see the Wizard, t1).e "
man says, "Please don't cry anymore.
I once had anAuntie Em myself
once." The man is no where in sight
when he opens the door to the
hallway.
When the four main characters
are comingout ofthe poppy field after
the snowstorm, Dorothyseems to trip
over some popPY and has to hold on
for dear life onto the Scarecrow. She
almost falls flat onher face.
The Wizard claimsto have been
in Kansas whenhis balloonwas
whisked offto Oz, yet the balloon
reads State Fair, Omaha. Om3ha,'-"
,! .....'.! r.,d·· •.l'l~b,~as.,ka...•..•.·...n.. n+ v .........;.;'" '. "}i';'
",".,.' ,,,,,·,::,;;,&:t~:.
When the foursome are granted.
pennissionto see theWIZard, they get
up, linkarms andproceed up the steps.
You can see the wire thatholdsup the
lion's tail getcauglltin front ofthe
scarecrow's arm. He then letsit loose
·verycarefullybytmlinkinghis ann.
When Scarecrow, Tin Man, and
the Cowardly Lion are marching into
the witch's castle after taking the
guards' uniforms all three ofthem are
sho~ holding the. same types of
spears as the guards. When they go
rescue Dorothy out ofthe locked
room andTin Man chops through the
door with his axe, wheredldtheaxe
come from?
trees, Scarecrow says, "I'll show you,
how to
get
apples"
and the
apples hit
him. In
the very
next
scene if
you
quickly look at Dorothy's shoes, you
.can see that she is wearing black
. shoes, not her ruby slippers.
WhenDorothy is in Munchkin
Land and reaches over the dead witch
to take the ruby slippers, there is a
broom. Aftershe takes the ruby
slippers, the broom is gone.
.When entering the Haunted
Forest, the scarecrowis carrying a
pistol and a stick, the lion has a bug
sprayer and net, thetin man has a
monkey wrench and his aJ,(e. But a
different scene after that shows some
items missing andthenr¢mUng. Most
ofthose things were lost'in the insect
dance scene that the Wicked Witch
refers to.
Yousee abird-monkey flying
with Toto before he gets pickedup.
When Dorothy, Scarecrow, and
Tinman are in the forest where they
find Lion, the first time Dorothy says
"Lion tigers and bears, oh my" her
Ipouth doesn't move at first but when
the camera cuts to the next shot her
mouth finishes thephrase.
When Lion is singing "If! Were
King" andthe other three roll out the
green carpet. They put the rug on
Lion, when they're walking back
towards the steps and Dorothy gets .
tripped up a bit by the carpet. You can
see the carpet where it's flipped up.
In the scene where Dorothy is at
the door to seethe wizard, the
doorman's moustache is pointed
upwards, and when he leaves and
comesbackagain, it is pointing
downwards.
When Dorothy is at the end of
the movieconfronting''thewizard"
about goinghome since shekiiled the
witch, Toto goes over to the curtain
andyou can see him tied up to it as he
opens it. Dorothy then goes over there
and automaticallyhashimInher aImS
- she didn't even need to bend do
andpickToto up.· "?:~"}
.. .' "- ." ~:;.,~., )
Duringthe scenewhenDo~()tb.y ·~~::'t~"":J...,,~·':"~.~"":-'i·S'ZS'0J:O;47':7'
, .. .. '.. ....••... '.. hini:~,aOOd thiriki:rigfor.a c;uv .'and Scarecrow are fighting Withthe " .... ..".....rc, '.' .' ...... ... 1:>-"
Withoutabrain.
Whenthe Lion is running outof
the Wizard's chamber down the long
green hallway, take a close look at the
. face ofthe lion as he is running, just
before he leaps into the glass window
- it is clearly NOT Burt Lahr, but a
younger, thinner starid-in.
Ifthe witch couldn'thurt Dor-
. . .
othyas long as she has the ruby
slipperso~ th{mwhy would she
threaten herwith death?Also, ifshe
couldn'tbe hurt, then why didn't she
ever-punch the witch when she got in
her face?
Also in that 'sequence afterhe
bounces offall the fence rails and goes
back to do it again, you can see that
the film is being simply rewound The
fence rails vibrate before the Scare-
crow actually hits them.
Whenthe wickedwitch is giving
the orders to the leader birdmonkey,
it showshis troops flying away before
he's even finished receiving his orders.
Duringthe scenewhere theTin
manbegitls chopping downthe door
to save Dorothy there are no handles
.. butwhenhe CPIltinues ch0l1l'ingthe
handles appear.
When one ofthe bird monkeys
picks up Toto, his wings never flap
whenhe is flying off.
Whenthe scarecrowis singing
"IfOnly I HadABrain," when he
goes up into the air, you can clearly
see the wirt:sthat are holding him up.
When they first meet the Cow- - .
ardly Lion, hejumps offofaboulder
and obviously lands ona trampoline
andjUmpsoff.
During most ofthe movie, all the
characters have at least three shad-
ows, and when the guy that guards the
entrance to the wizard first goes into
spe,*with him, he has at least 40r 5.
"":?t~;--
:: r When the guardtellsDoroftlY :
tha.t she may not see the wizard,
Dorothy starts crying and tells a sob
~. stbry aboutAuntie Em. Then, it shows
the guard crying, but the tears aren't
coming from his eyes. They're coming
from above his eyebrows. Strange
and amazing things happen in the
EmeraldCity..
In the scene where the foUr of
them are in the haunted forest search-
ing for the wickedwitchwith the
weapons, afterthe tinman is liftedin
the airand fallsthesca.re(Zio~·tlrrows
.hisgunto the ground, and.asithits,
tliegun suddenly disappears.
to a right triangle. Guess he got a
defective brain from the wizard... GO
BACK TO MATH CLASSI
Soon after Dorothy slaps the
CowardlyLion, she looks as though
she is about to laugh out loud. This
happens about I0 seconds or so after
the slap. She even tries to put Toto in
frortt ofher face to cover up her
smirking.
for her, the tornado is seen to the right
ofthe house.
.After the scarecrow gets abrain,
he states the PythagoreanTheorem.
However, he incorrectly says it applies
to an isosceles triangle when itapplies
In theverybeginning ofthe film,
as Dorothy and Toto are running
down the road towards the faim, you
can.see a small grease spot on
Dorothy's apron when she reaches
down to pick Toto up. When they
.. reach the farm, somehow the spot has
vanished. -
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This Year In The Knight Newspaper
byMary DelRey
~
Debbie Gardner
StacyThompson
JermiferVJ.11alba
ContributingWriters
Can you believe it's that time?
No, not for finals, the year-end wrap-
up! Take a look at the feature "hits"
from the Knight this year.
1. "This is my last resort..."
Disney's Fort Wilderness Resort
got rave reviews in the February 22
issue by staffwriter Caleb Kennedy,
'calling it "an extraordinary camping
experience." This not quite remote
campsite is only about five minutes
from Disney World and Epcot Center.
But ifMouse World isn't for you,
there is plenty to do at the resort. You
can go horseback riding down wind-
ing trails, swim in the heated pools, or
test your skills on the basketball and
tennis courts. In addition there are
nightly bonfires and morning breakfast
with the Disney characters. Both
traditional campsites and fully fur-
nished trailers are available. Anice
RV will run you about $270 for three
days and will comfortably accommo-
date five. So ifyou and some friends
decide you want to "get away from
the city" this is an affordable option
and youwill still have running water!
2. "I want to get away, 1
wanna flyaway..."
For those ofyou who wantto
really get away, contributing writers
Barry W. Barker and Maxine Valdez
may have the solution for you. Go to
the Zoo. Ha, Ha.. .I'm not joking.
This zoo is in Ecuador'sAmazonian
Basin. Ecozoologico San Martin is
the only licensed zoological garden in
Ecuador. It is located at the base of
TungurahuaVolcano in theAmazonia
Cloudforest. This zoo is a sanctuary
for nearly one hundred species of
mammals, birds, and reptiles. Or-
lando Vega, the owner, works with
local governmental and educational
institutions to protect and preserve
Ecuadorian animals. Some ofthe
exotic animals you can see at the
paradise zoo include: Shasha, a red
puma from the depths ofthe Andes;
Sherma,jaguar who was once an
abused pet; and several Spectacled .
Bears which are on the endangered
species list.
3. "Rolla Coaster of Love...
Doh, Doh, Doh, Doh..."
For those ofyou who would
rather--fu:have to--stick around
South Florida, Dania Beach may have
the cure for your adventure cravings.
The "Hurricane" is one ofonly three
wooden roller coasters in Florida.
The newl00-foot tall coaster reaches
speeds up to 55 miles per hour. The
"Hurricane" is locatedjust offI-95 at
the Grand Prix Race-O-Rama.
For more information visit
WWW.xcoaster.com.
4. "All the women who
independent..•Throw your hands
up at me."
Female students at NSU have
had the opportunity to receive recog-
nition this year in the Knight.
We've been able to congratulate
significant independentwomen at
NSU who have made a difference in
the campus. These female students
varied from NSUSGA members, to
athletes, and ResidentialAdvisors.
This was a special year for
NSUSGA Vice-President Candice
Carreno as reported, Daniel Dawes in
Issue 11. It's her name that represents
leadership to NSU. Candice displays
her leadership qualities through her
words as well as her actions. She has
had the opportunity to make a differ-
ence at NSU with her strength and
determination.
Candice was not only acknowl-
edged for being vice-president.
Carreno was also credited for her
spectacular performance as a figure
skater, as well as a cheerleader.
Candice Carreno represents an
independent woman who has no role
model but herself.
Not only was a student officer
recognized this year but so was
softball player Diane Ocampo.
Ocampo was chosen by her team-
mates as theheart and soul ofthe
team. This unsung hero is a senior
who has been playing NSU softball
for 4 years as the left fielder. Diane
Ocampo has led the team to be
ranked #1in their conference this
season and is still striving to lead the
girls to another Regional Champion-
ship.
Diane described herselfto me in
Issue 11 as an independent woman,
ready to face the world head on. Her
profile represented a leader that
would go to the far end for her team.
Teammate Vanessa Morales said,
"She-is an inspiring leader and role
model whom many ofus look up to.
As ifhavingtwo brilliantwomen
leaders representing SGA and athlet-
ics wasn't enough, we were also able
to acknowledge ResidentAdvisor
Megan Connors. The Goodwin Hall
would not be the same without
Megan's effort and hard work ethics
on campus. Megan has made a
positive impacton the University not
only as a ResidentAdvisor but also as
a Vice-President ofOperations ofher
sorority, DeltaPhi Epsilon. Megan
Connors represented independent
women at NSU last year when she
was awarded Greek Woman ofthe
Year.
This year was a great time for
independent women to be recognized
for their leadership. Itwas the time
when women could be acknowledged
and respected by the NSU commu-
nity.
5. "Let's Talk about Sex,
Baby•.. Let's talk about you and
me.. .let's talk about all the good
things and the bad things that may
be"
February marked the month of
love and also the appearance of
speakerMarilyn Volker, sexologist,
who spoke to NSU students on "How
to Be a Better Lover." According to
Jennifer Whitesel, students were
wide-awake for this gathering, as
Volker spoke about intercourse and
the different types. To increase the
, audience's attention, she also had
visuals and lists. Attendees ofthis
event though that it was interesting and
informative.
February also drew attention to
some ofthe negatives ofsex and the
awareness ofrape. Tiffany Richards
ofthe Davie Police Departmentspoke
at a seminar on February 15 2001 at
the Health Professions Division. This
meeting calling for mandatory attention
offemales.Athletes, coaches, and
other females attended this event to
hear about sexual assault. As a result
ofthis seminar, several athletes
discussed creating a University Sexual
Assault Service atN.S.U., according
to athlete Becky Bible.
Students at N.S.V. were also
reminded ofthe harmful effects of
unprotected sex during this month. On
February 15, again women athletes
attended a seminar that was presented
by Dr. Alan Morrison. Morrison
spoke to the girls about Sexually
Transmitted Diseases. He kept the
girls attention with visuals and vital
information to the girls. He stressed
the use ofcondoms, over and over
hoping the girls would get the mes-
sage. Many were grateful that
Morrison spoke to inform them about
the many dangers ofhaving unpro-
tected sex, according to Jennifer
Villalba
6. "What a girl wants, what a
girl needs..."
"Five Dumb Blondes", which
started in the 7th issue ofthe Knight,
resembled the HBO series Sex in the
City. It told the stories offive twenty-
somethings who attend NSU and deal
not only with men issues, but also how
their friendships are maintained. It
also makes the reader think ofthe
relevance ofspecific questions asked
about relationships with men.
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Call1pus Life Wrap Up
TAMPA, FLORIDA
Gulf Beaches. Breathtaking scenery. Incredible weather. A variety of recreational
activities. No state or local income tax.And a rewarding career with great advancement
opportunities! At Tampa General. you can have it all. Tampa General is a private, not-
for-profit hospital and level one trauma center with an average of 450 occupied beds.We
are the primary teaching site for the University of South Florida College of Medicine
and support multiple medical residency programs, as well as pharmacy practice and
specialty residencies. Our practitioners are affiliated with University of Florida College
of Pharmacy, NOVA Southeastern College of Pharmacy, and FAMU College of Pharmacy.
Tampa General Hospital is the only Level ITrauma Center on the West Coast of Florida.
Additionally. TGH performs heart, kidney, liver and other transplants, and has a burn
unit, NICU, and other critical units. It features one of Tampa Bay's busiest
emergency departments which is served by two Tampa General helicopters. Become
part of our mission by joining us today as a:
by Vanessa Cardenas
Jaye Danforth
Daniel Dawes
Mary DelRey
Alaina Irizarry
Jennifer Whitesel
Natasha Woods
ContributingWriters
Still Got Wood?
This year Nova Southeastern
Universities "Still Got Wood" had the
most attendance than its had in the
past three years. The celebration of
welcoming both old and new students
consisted ofthe band, Big Sky, frozen
fruit drinks, a huge bonfire, Polynesian
dancers, a friendly game oflimbo and
ofcourse free T-shirts.
CEC worked very hard to
make Still Got Wood the best its ever
been for the students and itpaid off
well. They are going to have to work
twice as hard to make next years
event as successful as this years but
CEC has proved that they are capable
ofdoing it. We as students are looking
forward to anything they are going to
put on in the future.
The New NSUSGA
The New NSUSGA came up
with a new way ofrunning the Under-
graduate StudentGovernment. They
remodeled the Student Government
Office, redesigned the SGA shirts, and
made the Senate meetings more
available to students. This restructur-
ing has positionedNSUSGA as the
premier student association atNSU.
Women's Volleyball team. The
women ofthe team won the Bed Race
Costume Contest as well as taking
first in the Raft Race. Their winnings
earned them five free Homecoming
tickets, as well as rooms at the
Doubletree Hotel.
.>;:Placing second this year were
Athletics, Theta Delta Chi and PASA
who each won free tickets to Home-
commg.
.: Many people showed up for
both the Bed Race, which took place
behind Goodwin dorms, and the Raft
races, which took place in the lake.
On Saturday October 7th at the
Doubletree Hotel the theme for the
dance was "Caribbean Knights."
While our reporter bashed homecom-
ing, it is fair to say that the majority of
students had a decent time. The royal
Court consisted offreshman represen-
tatives Collin Jones andAlaina
Irizarry, sophmore representatives
Francesca Russo andArturo Cabal-
1ero,juniorrepresentatives Stephanie
Cruz and Joe Pokraka, and senior
representatives Shawn Mostal and
Tahany Saadeh.
Beta Party: Seeing Double?
BetaTheta Pi's seventh annual
Halloween party was held at the .
Airport Ramada Inn from 9 unti11 :30.
The party was full ofcostumes,
people dancing to the tune ofclub, rap
and hip-hop music and ofcourse,
alcohol. The Betas provided trans-
portation to and from the Ramada Inn,
which many inebriated students took
advantage of
the NSU Pre-Med Society in associa-
tion with the Flight Deck's usual
T.GLF celebration, held the annual
Halloween party. Ablood drive
located in front ofthe Parker building,
kicked offthe Hailoween activities.
The party started at 6:00 P.M. The
Flight Deck was all decked out in
Halloween decorations. The red
room was set up for Tarot readings
that were offered throughout the night.
The party included limbo contests as
well as a haunted house held in the
cafeteria.
Nuts has a.Ball!
On Friday, November 101h,
NUTS (Nova Southeastern University
Theatrical Society) held a costume-
optional party at the Flight Deck.
There was a DJ for part ofthe night
and a live band for the other part. A
limo was parked outside with a long
red carpet guiding guests upstairs.
There was also a free buffet.
GreatAmerican Smokeout
On November 16, 2000, the
Wel1ness Center encouraged smokers
to quit for ~me day. Many smokers
think they can quitwheneverthey
want to. The Wellness Center pre-
sented a challenge as well as an
opportunity to participate in the Great
American Smoke out along with the
rest ofthe nation's smokers.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-
lowship
This year the IVCF extended a
warm welcome to anyone interested in
joining. The current members of
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
seek to use the Bible to find meanings
to its pages during Bible study.
The IVCF had its fist meeting
September 1sl in the Goodwin dorms.
At the meetings members read from
the Bible and discuss the different
passages and their meanings.
For updates on IVCF log on
to www.ivcf.cjb.net, and email
questions to the President Noelle
_Barrela at barrenran@nova.edu.
Go Nuts!
On Friday November 1Olh, Nova
SoutheasternUniversities Theatrical
Society held a partY'in the Flight Deck
unlike any other party NSU has ever
had. This party consisted ofa limou-
sine parked outside ofthe Rosenthal
Continued on page 18
NSUSGAWeek
During NSUSGA week Septem-
ber 18 through September 22, many
events were held. The SGA handed
out pens, frisbees, and other free stuff,
as well as surveys testing students'
knowledge ofthe SGA. Information
for students about alternative ways to
commute to school was provided by
Tri-Rail, and Radio X played music
while students consumed free food.
Homecoming 2000
October 4th_7th was Homecom-
ing weekend and this year the team
who came out on top was the
Farquhar Center Hosts
Academic Fair
The Academic Fair was held on
Wednesday, November 15,2000
from 11 :OOA.M. to 2:00 P.M. under
the covered walkway east ofthe
Parker building. TheAcademic Fair
offers information related to academic
majors and minors as well as career
information and resources. Students
were given the opportunity to ask
questions ofdepartmental and center
representatives.
The Knight Witch Project
On Friday, October 2, 2000,
CLINICAL STAFF PHARMACIST
Full time opportunity available for a clinical staff pharmacist. This posItIon will
provide complete pharmaceutical care for inpatients. Clinical staff pharmacists
work in a decentralized setting as a part of a patient care team. The team includes
pharmacotherapy specialists to assist in the further development of clinical practice
skills. We offer a staff development program with on-site continuing education. Florida
pharmacy license required and level of knowledge obtained through a PharmD degree
or equivalent experience reqUired. New PharmD grads are encouraged to apply.
Tampa General offers an excellent benefits package including free on-site continuing
education, generous shift differentials (2nd shift - 15%, 3rd shift - 19%), medical/dental
plan, accumulated time off, on-site child care, sick child care, tuition reimbursement,
retirement savings plans,.and an Employee Wellness program. Qualified applicants should
submit applications or resumes to:
•
Tampa
General
Hospital
Affiliated with the USF College of Medicine
Recruitment/Employment Office
Davis Islands, P.O. Box 1289 • Tampa, FL 3360 I
Fax: (813) 844-4345 • E-mail: employment@tgh.org
Equal Opportunity Employer· Drug Free Workplace
For additional information on vacancies at
Tampa General, visit our website at
www.t2'h.or2' or call our Jobline: 813-844-4100.
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And'The' O'scar
walked down the red carpet in a
Stella McCartney lace gown covered
with a
high-
necked
fringe
cape. The
dress was
outra-
geously
elegant
and
detailed.
But why
did she
decide to
put the
cape? It
was
awful!
The striking Catherine zeta-
Jones entered the red carpet with her
.husband, actor Michael Douglas. She
showed offher elegance with a black
silk tube top
gown by
Versace.
Zeta-Jones
looked very .
hot but what
gave her that
special touch
washer
stunningblack
mother of
pearl neck-
lace.
Enough
about the
women, and
into the men. Most ofthe actors
decided to go the easy way out by
wearing the traditional tuxedo. Yet
Russell Crowe
brought out the
new knee-length
Edwardian
Armani Tuxwith
a high-necked
shirt, string tie
and his
grandfather's war
medal called the
MBE(Member
ofthe British
Sarah Jessica Parker decided to
let loose on Sunday night. She was a
little too underdressed for the occa-
sion; come on, she presented an
Oscar in a tight black mini-skirt that
gave me flashbacks ofthe 80's.
Penelope Cruz, on the other hand,
was
dressed
appropn-
atelyand
striking.
She wore a
black off-
the-shoul-
derRalph
Lauren
gown that
looked
simple but
beautiful.
Kate
Hudson
around dress with a belled skirt by
Channel. Okay, so that was elegant.
Yet it did not stop there, she topped it
offwith a completely sheer top, which
led me to wonder ifshe forgot to put
ona bra.
Sigourney Weaver thought about
making a fashion statement with her
red John Galiano for Dior dress. But
was it really a fashion statement or a
fashion no-no? What was up with the
humongous flower on her shoulder.
Was it really necessary?
'>,~-t
The
eccentric
JLo
(Jennifer
Lopez)
could
not help
but bring
nudity to
the
Oscars.
It's her
style that
turned
heads on
Sunday
night
I've got to admit it was classier or at
least less revealing than her appear-
ance last year. She wore a gray wrap
especially for this night. NSU student
Mary DelRay said, "What was that
lady wearing with that thing on her
dress?"
viewers to wonder ifshe had brought
her pet Swan to the Awards. After
getting a closer look the verdict was in
that it was not her pet but her Swan
Lake tutu dress that was made
Actor Steve Martin presented
the 73 rd Annual Academy Awards on
Sunday, March 25, in LosAngeles,
California
The Academy Awards is one
night when people make sure to get
home and watch the Oscars. But let's
be honest, is it for the awards or the
stylish clothes? It was not a question
whether these actors came dressed to
impress. They were ready to bring out
new styles for the year.
The night began with the tradi-
tional red carpet entrance. It was the
opening ofthe fashion show.
" It was amazing when Julia
Roberts got offwith Benjamin Bratt it
was as ifthe Prince and Princess had
arrived at the Ball," said sophomore
Jessica Garcia. It was obvious that
Julia Roberts new that what she wore
would attract eyes. It was her night to
glow. She appeared at the Awards
with her boyfriend, actor Benjamin
Bratt. The beautiful couple was
dressed with class. Roberts wore an
elegant black and white stripped floor
length vintage Valentino dress, while
Benjamin Bratt matched wearing a
blackArmani tuxedo with a white tie.
As the actors/actresses contin-
ued to walk down the carpet we did
not only see people but also animals.
Pop singer Bjork led many ofthe
byJenniferVillalba
ContributingWriter
•••
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Goes To
Empire).
Samuel Jackson, as usual,
looked sharp while presenting an
Oscar in his long black tuxedojacket.
Tom
Hanks
~ decided to
show up to
the Acad-
emyAwards
withhis
wife, actress
RitaWilson
rather than
his best
friend Mr.
Wilson (the
volleyball
from the movie CastAway). His tux
looked nice but I'm not too sure what
he's trying to state with that wanna be
mustache. I actually think he looked
better in the movie CastAway when
he has that over grown beard. Is it me
or does he need to shave that off?
The Top Gun actor Tom Cruise
was dressed a little peculiar for the
Awards. Was he really wearing a suit
without even a tie on? I think his
break up with Nicole Kidman has got
him down. Don't get me wrong, he's a
hotty and a terrific actor but a simple
tux wouldhave done.
The BestActress Oscar went
out to the incredible Julia Roberts for
- Erin Brockovitch. Roberts was
extremely nervous and anxious, but
her speech was spectacular. Julia did
a great job in taking over the show.
Student Staci Melnick said, "She's
great! Who in their right mind would
~ell Jbtia Roberts to get offthe stage?
She's the top dawg actress." Back-
stage.after the awards Roberts said,
"There were a few little twitches in the
orchestra pit, but a gals got to have
her nioment, that's what I think." Julia
surely knew this was her night. '
The BestActor Oscar was a
surprise. Gladiator's Russell Crowe
won the award after competing with
CastAway's Tom Hank, which left
many Tom Hank fans disappointed.
CastAway was a great movie for
Tom; it was his chance to win his 3rd
Academy Award. Yet Gladiator's
main actor Russell Crowe struck his
chance.
I Oscar VVinners I
Best Picture
Gladiator
Best Actor
Russell Crowe
Best Actress
Julia Roberts
Best Director
Stephen Soderbergh for Traffic
Best Original Screenplay
Almost Famous Cameron Crowe
Best Adapted Screenplay
Traffic Stephen Gaghan
Best Foreign Film
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
Best Supporting Actor
Benicio Del Toro for Traffic
Best Supporting Actress
Marcia Gay Hudson for Pollock
Best Cinematography /
Crouching Tiger: Hidden Dragon Peter Pau
Best Sound FX Editing
U-571 Jon Johnson
Best Sound
Gladiator Scott Millian, Bob Beemer, Ken Weston
Best Visual Effects
Gladiator John Nelson, Neil Corbould, Tim Burke, Rob
Harvey
Best Doc Feature
Into the Arms of Strangers: Stories of the
Kindertransport
Best Doc Short Subject
Big Momma Tracy Seretean
Best Makeup
Dr. Seuss's How the Grinch Stole Christmas
Rick Baker, Gail Ryan
Best Animated Short
Father and Daughter
Best Live Action Short
Quiero Ser (I Want To Be...)
Best Score
Crouching Tiger: Hidden Dragon
Best Art Direction
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
Best Editing
Traffic, Stephen Mirrione
Best Costume Design
Gladiator, Janty Yates
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International Food Festival
On January 24, NSU celebrated
Unity Month with an International
Food Festival east ofthe Horvitz
Caribbean Style "Bashment"
The newly formed Caribbean
Student'sAssociation (CSA) began
the NewYear with bang! On January
13, CSA hosted a talent show at the
Flight Deck. The show featured
group and solo performers, which
consisted primarily ofHip-Hop, Rap,
and Caribbean music. The stars ofthe
show were the One Love Family
group from Miramar. These eight men
at initial assumptions would suggest
them to be reggae hopefuls, but the
opposite was true. They performed
mostly Hip-Hop music. The show
also offered free food and drink, and
was considered very entertaining.
continued on page 19
Pre-Med Society's "Small
World" Festival
Nova Southeastern students
believe in community service. On
November 19,2000, the Pre-Med
Society held their first "Small World"
Festival at the West Broward Nursing
Home. This festival consisted ofa
variety ofethnic dishes, music and
impromptu entertainment. The event
was held to give residents an early
Thanksgiving. In return, studentswere
able to contribute to a worthy cause
and receive information on geriatrics.
possible because ofthe unselfish
participation ofNSU students and
employees. This year's goal was to
evoke hope and compassion on 3' x
3' panels expressed with different
colors offelt, ribbon, puffy paint and
other trinkets. While some panels
were simply constructed and deco-
rated, others were elaborately ornate.
The first place piece, submitted by the
fifth grade glass ofMs. Barnes at the
Lower School, was inscribed "give
blood with love to peoplewithAIDS.
Love them so their lives won't fade."
Other pieces showed a globe in-
scribed with letters ofhope and
inspiration.
Quilting for the cause ofAIDS
Nova Southeastern University
showed support forpeople with AIDS
during the week ofNovember 27-
December 1 through the display ofthe
AIDS Quilt for Hope. This annual
event is sponsored by the Office of
Recreation and Wellness and is only
ISA "shows" us what they can
do!
On November 11,2000, the
Indian StudentsAssociation held their
first Indian Cultural show at theAlumni
Hall on NSU's East Campus. Ap-
proximately 250 guests attended the
event, which included dancing, food,
music, and drama. The main attraction
featured a collaboration ofhard work
and talent with 25 actors and actresses
performing dances representing every
region ofIndia and generation. The
play detailed the Indian culture and its
beliefs and consisted ofbright, colorful
and elaborate costumes.
Academically Entertaining?
On November 14,2000, NSU
hosted an academic fair in front ofthe
Parker building. Fourteen academic
programs and faculty representatives
assisted students with information
about undergraduate programs avail-
able. The Campus Entertainment
Committee, The Knight Newspaper,
and Phi Sigma Sigma held displays and
gave away free items and food such as
cotton candy, sno-cones and popcorn.
While the fair was supposed to intro-
duce students to the various programs
offered on campus, more chit-chatting
between faculty and students took
place. Itwas a great opportunity to
bond with professors.
2000-2001 Campus
Center. A DJ ran part ofthe entertain-
ment, however for the remainder ofthe
night a band took over. Some ofthe
most memorable moments ofthe night
were when the still unknown person in
the Reagan costume and the beautiful
vampire took part in a game ofpool.
Overall, it was a successful night with a
free buffet fun people and enjoyable
music. One question remains to be
asked ofthat night. Who is the person
behind the Reagan mask?
continued from page 15
Exclusivelx at D·avie
Bennigan's Location
Friday and Saturday 3pm till 2am
25¢ wings
$1 drafts with Student
I.D.s or B'ennigan's VIP
Card
At the bar- ~ Price Appetizers
lOam - 2am
$2 Long Island Ice Teas
5 .for $5 Buckets Sunday,
Monday, and Thursday
2. for- 1 Strawberry Daiquiries on
Wednesday
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The Dating Game: finding
the perfect match
On Friday February 9, 200 I the
Office ofRecreation and Wellness
held its annual Valentine's Dating
Game. Unfortunately, not as many
spectators turned out to the event
compared to last year, but it was just
as exciting and as entertaining as ever.
The contestants ofthe game included:
Colin Jones, SheilaZolnoor, Shawn
Mostal and Jessica Davis. The lucky
winners ofthe game were Stacey
Brown, Wes McCully, Laura Reyes,
and Enis Chellew. Hopefully next
year's Dating Game will have better
attendance to getstudents more
involved in the campus life.
Love Jen Festival
The 10th annual Love Jen
Festival was filled with fun and
excitement! On February 3rd games,
activities and carnival rides enter-
tained adults and children on NSU's
campus. The Festival started 10 years
ago as a tribute to Jen Masi, a Nova
University School student who died
from cancer twenty years ago. Jen's
Administration building. This delec-
table event brought university faculty,
staff, students and guests together to
sample various ethnic dishes and
assimilate into the diverse cultures on
campus. This three-hour event
included free food, drink, live music
and entertainment, t-shirts, and prizes,
with more than 400 people reveling in
the festivities. The event was seg-
mented into three parts. The first part
consisted ofthe "Let's Break Bread
Together" segment, which allowed
participants the opportunity to mingle
with people and indulge in food. The
second segment included the aramatic
Chinese Lion Dance, which was
performed by the Florida Kung Fu
Academy. This IS-minute presenta-
tion showcased five colorful lion
costumes with two performers in
each, and several kung fu acts. The
third segment included a Wheel of
Fortune game where students had the
chance to win Nova Bucks and other
prizes.
contiuned from page 18
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parents and friends decided to orga-
nize the event to raise money to help
families cope with cancer. This year's
event generated $200,000 for the
Love JenFund.
Radio X gives NSU students
a little taste ofglamour
On February 17,2001 Radio X
gave away a free makeover and free
dinner to two lucky winners ofthe first
Annual Valentine's Day Contest.
Jason Shlimbaum, from the Knight
Newspaper, and Andrea Brio, from
Academic Services were treated like
a king and queen. They each received
a makeover from head to toe and then
were wined and dined atthe pricey
Melting Pot Restaurant in Kendel. It
was a night to remember for each
couple.
NSUSGA Elections: the final
tally!
On Monday March 19,2001, in
the cafeteria, the Student Government
Association (SGA) was held. There
were two tickets with candidates
running for President, Vice President
ofLegislativeAffairs, and Vice
President ofJudicialAffairs on each.
The CaNaCo ticket included Candice
Carreno, Nadine Rodriguez, and
Collin Jones. The Impact Party was
Leo Lopez, Jessica Montes, and
Stephanie Cruz. It was a close vote,
but the CaNaCo Tribe won 117 to
92. Each Party had good intentions of
bringing more opportunity to the
students here at NSU. Good luck
Candice, Nadine, and Collin. ithe year
2001-2002!
'-~t-<t
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• No credit history required' • No down payment onpurthaset • GMgrad cash-off incentive
Visit GMGRAD.com oreaU 1..aoo..964-GRAD for details.
ED MORSE
CHEVROLET OLDSMOBILE SAWGRASS
Ask for Jerry Cristodero, Aeet Manager
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accompanied by drums and guitar. A
New Level did an excellentjob in
preparing the crowd for the intensity
about to come.
After a short intermission, it was
now time for Vanilla Ice. I'm sure that
some people arrived atThe Culture
Room expecting baggy pants and a
shiny outfit... were they ever in for a
shock. Accompanied by a guitarist,
bassist, drummer, DJ, and backup
vocalist Vanilla Ice provided the
adrenaline rush that most people were.
hoping for. Having only heardhis
hard rock CD briefly, I was unpre-
pared for what was about to happen.
Mr. Ice opened the show with
"Prozac," hip hop/hardcore master-
piece jam packed with aggression. As
he moved througlfthe set, Vanilla
played songs from his first, major label
(non-rap) album Hard To Swallow
and his newest album, due out next
month, entitled Skabz.
HalfWay through the set,
Vanilla Ice showcased
each ofthe members of
his band. He shared his
thoughts about ''the
industry" and how it
made him a puppet. He
proclaims that he is now
doing what he wants to
do. It's easy to see that
Vanilla Ice is doing what
he enjoys just by watch-
ing him perform. The
highlightofthe even
would have to be when
he played "Too Cold," a
hardcore version ofhis
most famous song, "Ice
Ice Baby." The original
lyrics that we all know
and love now come
accompanied by a glass-
shattering hard rock
sound. Closing out the
show with some freestyle
rap, Vanilla Ice delivered
and then some.
(which stands for Sick In The Head).
Combining searing guitar riffs, mon-
strous bass, and funky yet heavy drum
beats, SITH delivered a performance
reminiscent ofLimp Bizkitwith a little
more rock and less hip hop. The
band's frontman DJ Money scratched
on the turntables for the opening song,
after that it was only singing/rapping.
DJ Money sings about situations that
we can all relate too: work keeping
us down, troubled relationships, and
justhaving a good time. Following
SITH was another hard rock/rap
band from Fort Lauderdale calledA "
New Level. Providing an aggressive
wall ofsound, ANew Level served as
a perfect intro to Vanilla. HalfWay
through the set, the bass player broke
two ofhis strings and had to stop to
find a new bass. The lead vocalist
took this opportunity to freestyle rap,
by Shawn Leiba
ContributingWriter
The Ice Man Cometh
, ~;,~""
On Friday April 13th, at The
"Cu1ture Room in Fort Lauderdale, a
legend was reborn. Vanilla Ice himself
took the stage and rocked the dark,
smoky, black-lit club until 2 am. The
fluffy-haired, baggy pants white hip-
hop star that we all remember is no
more. Instead, a hardcore, swearing,
rap-rocker is born.
Doors opened around 9:30 at .
The Culture Room and the primarily
17 year old crowd filed in. The first
band to ignite the place was local hard
rockers, Blindrage. Resembling a
combination ofKorn and Full Devil
Jacket, Blindrage delivered the
aggressivejolt need to start a show
featuring the Ice man himself Next
up was the local rap-core outfit, SITH
JOIN AN
INCREDIBLE
ORGANIZATION.
BECOME A DJ FOR
RADIO X AND
HAVE A BLAST!
Free
Stuff!-"
itt
The Radio Station can be
reached at (954) 262-
8457. The request line is
(954) 262-8460. The
station is located on the
first floor ofthe
Rosenthal Student Center
on the main campus.
TUNE IN TO WIN
WE'VE BEEN GIVING
AWAY TONS OF FREE
CD'S AND MOVIE
TICKETS FROM
MUVICO THEATERS.
TUNE IN AND LISTEN
FOR YOUR CHANCE TO
WIN!
II I I
When I Do This, You Say "BUTTER"!
Going Local Want to
be a DJ?
Become a part of the award
winning NSU's Radio X 88.5 FM.
Play the type of music you like.
Get exposed to cutting-edge
Information
Xchange
Listen to Information
Xchange on NSURADIO
88.5 FM
@, 7pm every night! '
new music. Learn on profes-
sional eqUipment. Be fully
trained by experienced staff. Get
, free CDs and concert tickets.
These are just a few rea-
sons you should be a DJ at
NSU's on campus radio station!
NSU's Radio X is located on the
first floor of the Rosenthal
Student Center. For more infor-
mation, stop by, call us at (954)
262-8457 or log onto
www.nsuradio.com
Ifyou're looking for that attractive
unpredictability factor, Tavern 213
definitely has it. Youjustdon't know
what's going to happennext. Even the
walls seemtobeunique, telling their
own tales ofthe Tavern's crazy past. It
doesn't have that made-up-coo1;-look
thatmost chain bars andrestaurants are
aiming for (a.k.a. phony pictures and
replicaantiques thatarepsychologically
positionedfor the consumer to eat, drink
andwalk around lost in a maze looking
for thebathroomintill theirmoney falls
out).
Looking atTavern 213's walls is
like looking at aprehistoric rock. Only
onthis rock, man's hunting tools were a
bottle opener and a pack ofdarts. Since
so many darts were stuck in the air
conditioningpipes intheceilingI came
to the conclusionthatmanmusthave
beenahorribleshot...
Withallof;
lot oflocal band information is
www.thehoneycomb.com.
Thehoneycomb.com provides show
listings for most south Florida venues.
They also provide information on the
bands so you canfigur~ out which
ones you'll like best. Another great
website is www.slammie.cc. Slammie
Productions provides information and
show listings for punk and hard rock
bands. Three other great sources for
local band information are: City Link,
NewTimes, and Rag Magazines. The
Radio X website, www.nsuradio.com.
has links to a variety oflocal band
websites as well as upcoming local
band interviews at the "Local Show"
area ofthe site. So now you know
where to find out about local shows. I
hope everyone returns in the fall
having opened his or her minds to
local music.
different local band, covering topics
ranging1tom how the band got started
to how they write their music. My
favoritepart ofthe show is when I ask
the bands how they got their name.
This qu~stion has yielded some very,
very interesting responses. While
some bands just sat around and
thought their names up, others have
gotten their names from old movies,
medical dictionaries, and even from a
certain style ofmusical tuning.
Over the summer I encourage
everyone to check out at least one
local band show. Whether you live in
South Florida or elsewhere, local
shows are happening all around you,
all the time. Ifyou live in south
Florida, one website that provides a
whole bandtook offplaying ablues riff
Keep in mindthat this is basically an
alternative band and the entire crowd is
in their20s (nottypically ablues
crowd). With that fact itmind, this
situationwasunrollinghilariously. Our
friend beganpouringhis heart into the
microphone. I'm really not sure ifhe
was singingor ifhewasjustmumbling
somethingthatkind ofsoundedlike the
Blues downtownFt. Lauderdale
partygoer.
He stopped only to raise his left
hand directing the crowdto say "BUT-
TER."After about five "butters" and a
few spins, ourpanhandling friend
jumpedoffstage sporting aphatpairof
80s white Reebokkicks with the
tonguespulledway up. Withthe crowd
screarningandlaughinguncontrollably,
, he whipped outwhat seemedto be an
empty Chinese quartofrice container.
(Metal carrying strapwasbrokenofffor
safety reasons).Itwas full ofchange.
Hestartedshakingthe coinsinsi~ and., :.
proceededto,navigatethro\Igb.tite' > "
packedTavern213 askirig,folJ~~;
tions. "What'sthebestcityitl~~
Generosity~What'sthe,~~if;t;1:;
world?Donation.'; , ,'.,' ' ", .. ,
by Jason M Shlimbaum
Business Manager
Malt liquor! Can Iget some malt
liquor inthehouse! That's whatyou
wouldhave heard ifyouwere inTavern
213 last Saturday night. Out ofthe crow
emergeda downtown Ft. Lauderdale
panhandler.Amiddle agedblackman
stumbledontoTavern 213's stage.
Where the local band, Tide Style, was
jammingout.
Wearing abright, likeneonbright,
red suit and a suntarnished straw hat.
He grabbedthe leadsinger's micro-
phone and instantly the band stopped.
The manturnedhis backto the con-
fused crowd andbeganto chatwith the
bandmembers. The drummerbegan
impersonatingChef(from SouthPark)
andChris Rock. Priceless.
Thebass guitars beganplayingan
old, slow, deep-tonedblues riff. Watch
outJames Brown, ourbrightpanhandler
turnedto the crowdand, with.his four-
pack-a-day-for-the-last-twenty-five-
years voice, said"WhenI do this you
sayBUITER!"
Atthis point, mostof~e crowd
was intears from laughing. Thenthe
Tne.Hone. yComb.com
:;t~~\tc;)l( that (\\af+e f('~~... ,l
In previous articles, I have
expressed my love for the local music
scene here in south Florida. Before I
began working at Radio X, I had no
clue that so much great music existed
all around me. In July of2000 I was
given the honor ofhosting the local
show at Radio X 88.5 FM. Every
Thursday night from 8 pm until 9 pm, I
get to play the best music produced
by our own south Florida bands.
Every other week, I interview a
byShawn Leiba
ContributingWriter
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failed earnings, and/or layoffs. If
trends like this continue, it could be a
very long time until the markets see
any signs ofsuccess. With big blue
chip companies like these failing, it
w'Quld be difficult for any new com-
pany to try to make an impact in any .
sector.
. These companies must first
recover before the markets can make
any upward movement. This badly
needed upward trend can only be .
brought about by the recovery ofthe
economy, which could occur at any
time, though it is not seen in the near
future..Aperiod ofstruggle will have
to be sustained for at least the rest of
the year before this upswing takes
place.
The economy ofeach state
was recently rated, with Florida being
considered as having an expanding
economy. Only a handful ofother
states were scored as expanding,
while many others were rated as
endangered or contracting. The larger
industrial areas, such as manufacturers
ofcars, textiles, steel, and chemicals
are all struggling with these areas
being close to slipping into recession.
The industries that are expanding are
technology industry and software, and
financial services.
Meanwhile, a major industry of
South Florida is being greatly threat-
ened: agriculture. Nurseries, land-
scapers, and growers are being
greatly affected by the drought that
has struck Florida. A near-term relief
in the drought is not seen anytime
soon, as water levels are feet below
normal.
by Dan Grenier
StaffWriter
The last two weeks in the
markets could be called successful
when compared to the recent perfor:-
mance ofthe sectors. The Dow
gained about 55 points over that time,
while the Nasdaq lost 50. Both
averages are at levelsthat they haven't
seen in quite some time. That interest
rate cut that was supposed to help the
market recover only pushed it further
down. "Why?" you ask. Well, while
every investor around the globe was
hoping for a 75-point reduction in
rates, the Federal Reserve onlygave a
50-point rate cut, disappointing
everyone. That disappointment
caused the Dow to drop about 240
points and the Nasdaq 100.
It now costs 8.5% to borrow
money from banks for such things as
cars andhomes. Regular loans now
only carry a 4.5% charge on the
money borrowed. These reductions
hope to spur interest in buying, which
would cause the economy ofthe U.S.
to grow once again. The levels that
these markets fell from may not be
reached for nearly a decade, some
experts predict.
Ifyou read the business
section ofyour newspaper, everyday
you would read ofdozens ofdifferent
businesses that are reporting slumping
earnings and profits. Businesses that
have been successful for years are
finding themselves on the verge of
bankruptcy. Carnival Cruise Lines,
Microsoft, UPS, Lucent, Motorola,
and Palm are all major companies that
have made announcements in the last
two weeks regarding profit warnings,
The Knight Newspaper is always looking for writers
interested in printing their work.
We are especially interested in printing editorials.
Learn more about how a newspaper operates.
Drop byThe Knight Newspaper Office in Modular 4
(with the Recreation and Wellness & Academic Services.)
If you are interested pleas.e call the Editor, Jennifer
Whitesel, at (954) 262-8455 or e-mail at
companywill lookonly at the first
. resume to arrive. The company tpay ,
not have the funds to pay the third-
party agency for the referral or may
choose not to pay for a referraL
There is one exception to this
ru}.e: It's okay to use a resume builder
or fill out a resume form. on apotential
employer's web site. "[Thepotential
employer] is.not going to be selling
access to yoUr resume," Mehler says.
• Apply by snail mail, too .
Ifyou e-mail or fax a potential
employer a copy ofyour resume or if
you fill outan online resumefonn at
the employer's ~eb site, follow up by
mailing apaper copy. "Most employ-
ers won'tmind getting several copies
ofyour resume," Mehler says. "You
neverknow where e-lIlail goes." It
might get lostbetweenyour ~omputer
andthe organization. Your resume
may go directly into the org-
anization's applican.!-1I'acking system
where the only person who will see it
is a clerkwho cleans up the text.
Unless your keywords are a match for
aposition, your resume won't be seen
by anyone who mighthire you. Some .
companies get 10,000 to 30,000
~electronic resumes amonth. Sending
an additional copy by mail "givesyou
another opportunity to get your
information in front ofsomeonewho
mighthire you," says Mehler.
. • Say "thank you" bye-mail
·~endingyourthank:-younoteby
e-mail may be a tie breaker ifthe offer
is going to you or another candidate.
"Ifthe [interviewer's] business card
has an e-mail address on it, use it,"
Mehler says. "Itmakes it easier for
both parties and it's fast-The job
~eekerwants thejob. The recruiter
wants to fill the slot. Time to fill the
slot is what the recruiter is rated on."
• Don't rely just on the
Internet
Keep inmind, Mehler says, ''the
web isjust a third ofyourjob-search
strategy.You still have to get in front
ofpeople.Areferral is still the best
way to find ajob. Get sOIIleone in the
company to hand carry your resume
into [thehiringmanager]. Referrals
continue to be the number one source
"Hone in on sites that specialize in
opportunities for college graduates,"
Mehlersays."They've paidmoney to
postjobs through these sites. Thejobs
are real; they're notjustpulled from
an organization's web site and put
somewhere so the site can claim a lot
ofpostings."
• Research with the Internet
Lookup potential employers
online. Company web sites are a great
place to find out more about a poten-.
tial employer, including location, .
products and services, corporate
culture, and employmentcontact
infonnation. Ifabig corporation is
your ideal, 380 ofthe Fortune 500
have web sites that list eitherjob
openings orconta~ infonnation for
the human resources department,
Mehler says. Forsmallercompanies,
Mehler suggests taking a look at the.
Inc.SOD annual listofAmerica's
fastest-growing coInpanies. ''These
smaller companiesproba~ly have web
sites, too/' he says.
Notall company web sites post
jobs. Many doIi'thave online applica-
tions.B~mostweb sites can'give
you someinformationtohelp you
custotni.zeYQurreswneand cover
letterfor that coltlpany andprepare
for your interView.
"lfI wanted to work for a
company, 1would go on the web and
by Sean Leahy
ContributingWriter
Using the Internet sounds like an
easy way to find ajob. With very little,
work-a few e-mails backand
forth-iliat dreamjob could be yours.
Or, could it?
Mark Mehler, web gUru and co-
author ofCareerXRoads, a directory
tojob, resume, and career manage-
ment sites ontheweb, pulls the plug
.on that notion. Sure, the Internet is a
great tool for yourjob search, he
says. But don't count on it to do your
work in finding therightjob. .
According to Mehler, the
Internet is awonderful source of
infonnationaboutcompaniesyou
mightbe interested in, couldhelp
speed yourjob-search process, and
mightmake the difference between
gettingthejob you want or losing out
to another candidate. But, it's not a
replacement fora lot of"old fash-
ioned"-andeffective-techniques.
Here is Mehler's advice for how and
when to use--and not use--the
Internet in yourjob search.
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.searchfor all the infonnation I coulCl
find on that company," Mehler says.
"I'd read all the articles online
about the company. I'd also get
newspaper articles andmagazines, so
,th~~uld prepare."
:'.Try the boomerang
, 'approach
.More than 320 web sites,
incl1;lding some sponsoredby large
corPorations, are using pushtechnol-
ogy-to matchjobs within their organi-
zations to interestedjob seekers,
Mehler says. 'Ibis means that when
you visit some corporations' web
sites, ypu'll be asked for contact
information such asyo:urname and
your e-mail address as well as general
informationaboutyour skills and '
interests. Whenapositionmatching You shouldalso checkpotential
yourparameters comes open, you'll employers' web sites for opportuni-
get an e-mail from the company. ties. Finally,youmightconsiderjoining
• Search for specifics professionale-mail discussiongroups
Search engmes are great for (listservs), which sometimes include
rooting out everythingyouneedto infonnationaboutjobs.
know for yourzoology paper, but • Don't be willy nilly'
you'll need to narrow your searchif ' Don't e-mail yourresume to
you want to use an engine to geta, every recruiter at an organizationjust
job. Ifyou are looking for an account-· b~cause you mightbe interested in
ing position, forexample, andput the working at that company. Unsolicited
word "accounting" into a search resumes are often unwanted resumes.
engine, ''you'll get all kinds ofthings Sendyour resume for specific oppor-
back," Mehler says, "including tuniti~s and then onlytothose indi-
resumes ofpeoplewho have account- cated as contacts.
ingbackgrounds." . • DO,n't leave your resume
First, consult the "help" screens behind (with one exception)
on using Boolean logicto narrow a Read the privacy statements on
search. Mehler suggests that En any ofthejob listingsites before you
additiontojob infonnation, you add volunteeranypersonal information,
search tenns such as an area code or " Mehler advises. Many web site~ sell
zip code to "help you hone in onjobs infonnation about the people who visit
inyourpart ofthe UnitedStates or the sites.Andhe advises against .
whereveryou want to go." posting your resume online, especially
• Target the niches onjob listing sites. "Retaincontrol
Job listing sites are a niixedbag, overyour resume," he says. "Ifyou
Mehler says. The bigjob listingsites put it online, anyone canobtain it.
have specific sections for college ' Third-party recruiters can obtain it."A
graduates, but typically, thejobs are third-party agency couldkeep you
for experienced graduates. The career . frotngettingthejobyouwant.An
services web site atyour own college agency may pull your resume from a
is the best place to start, he adds,. job listing site and send it to a com-
And, look for web pages sponsored pany'thatyouhave been thinking of
by student associations oncampus or contacting. Ifthe agency's copyof '
links to professional associa,tions for your resume gets to the company
yourfield before your copy ofyour resume--
Careerhubs are a good choice, even ifyouhaven't giventhe agency
too, for thenew college graduate. permissionto sendyour resume--the
'""_.'-"-'-'=''''-''~~~~~~~1i''i*,,,~:_'''''_''''_'''''''''''_'''''''' ''''iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii ......iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..
Ifyou don't market you, who
WilI?No matter what your major, no
matter what field you intend to enter, .
you Inust be ready, willing, and able to
marketyoursel£ Just as it's difficultto
marketaproduct you don't truly
. '.' . . .
believe in, it's difficult to market
quer.
What'
has this got to do ':Vith
entry-Ieveljobs? Because as much
as you may realizethatcustomer-
.driven is better than product-driven,
think about your ownjob search
marketing strategy. Didyou really
develop yoUr product (your product is
you, which is the end product ofyears
ofresearch and development in
•schools of' 'higher learning") with your
customer (the eyentual employer) in
mind? Probably not. More than 95%
(maybe even 98%) ofcollege students
-seek to develop a product (albeit
what they may consider to be an
"outstanding" product) independent of
the actual market that will eventually
"purchase" the product.
Your "product" is you arid your
"market" is the segffient ofthe em-
ployment marketplace that is the
potential purchaser ofyour product.
Remember these two key points:
- No one knows your product
better than you do.
- No one else canmake the sale
other than you.
,by Sean Leahy
ContributingWriter
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Sea'rch· A e ~ P t-t';' ? -~"'-"~~"~~k~;~illstarta, '. r ' IOU a ,ros I Ue, -bi~diversityr~searchcenterinBanos.
- ThIS center WIll not only expand
and development that was considered yourselfin the job market ifyou don't NSU's educational empire, but also
to be the furthest advance within that believe inyourself First and foremost, , enrich the educational opportunities of
particular field. But the product was, you have to believe in you. Don't Banos citizens and students to the
~llydeveloped inoependent of expect me to buy into you ifyou have richness ofthe resources in their land.
. "speCific market needs. "We'll develop _ no confidence in you. How can I be Every day in Banos wascharac-
the best and everyone willwant to buy < ~xpected to "buy in" ifyou don't buy terized by a different adventure. The
it!" Sound crazy? IBM used the 10 first? Take a long hard look in the first day we separated into groups and
prqduct-driven approach successfully mirror."Butdon't look for the bad-. we hiked to a waterfall, which was
for-more than 50 years, until smaller, look for the good. Lookfor all the part ofthe Piztazza River. Many
more agile competitors used cus- good points. Look for all the aspects people found the second day's
tomer-driven marketing to unseat the about you and your background that' adventure to be thehighlight ofthe.
giant. Other things being equal, make you an outstandingjob candi- trip. We were taken on horseback to
customer- driven market- date. Those are the attributes that I a place high up in the mountains where
ingwill always want to see when I meet with you. the lava explosions ofthe Volcano
con- The reality is, thatit's easy to Tungurahuahad created an impressive
"market yourself' into a job or cavern with a waterfall.
company that you love. If I found the last day's adventure
you're enthusiastic mostexciting. Six ofus went rafting
"about your on a class three river on a beautiful
wak day. It was the first day that the cloud
~~ . and coveratop ofthevolcano was minimal •
..",....~ your' enough to seethe Tunguruahua
ability to summit. We had to;vear sleeveless
complete the neces- wet suits because the water was so
sary tasks; you won'teven cold.
think ofit as marketing. But ifyou are At night we usually ate at a
doing it 'just for the bucks"you're restaurant owned and operated by
really not much different from a Vega and his son. The Zoo Cafe sits
prostitute.,You're justmarketirlg a atop ofan outcropping ofrock that
different product. So in meeting the overlooks the Piztazza River. The
reality ofthe marketplace, make sure view from this exclusive to the hostel
you are comfortable selling your restaurant was spectacular. Under the
talents and skills to that market. The conversation ofthe group we could
reaction from the other side ofthe ,here the sound ofthePiztazza, like the
desk to true enthusiasm wilI-almost sound ofrain on the roof.
always be positive. After dinner we were able to find
Si! on the other side ofthe desk. the street with bars where travelers
, Imagine interviewing yourselfforthe liketo hang out. In Ecuador, a
position you most desire. Would you domestic beer costs about 75 cents,
hire you? Ifnot, why woul~anyone so most ofus had a wonderful time on
else? Work on yourself, your attitude, a budget offive dollars a night. On
your enthusiasm, your product~before the night thatwe splurged and bought
youpresent that product to your drinks from the bar tenders and a
potential market. couple ofshots called BobMarleys
You probably won't get a (because oftheir layered liquor gave
second shot. Make sure your fiist shot themthe four colors red, green,
is right on the mark. ' yellow, and black) we ended up
Farmore information aboutjob spending about fifteen-dollars each.
searching andhelp finding an intern-- All this pales in compansoti to the
ship/job, stophy Career Services, nights outinFt. Lauderdale orMiami
Modular 1,or contact us at(954) where students are used to spending
262-7201. ,Check out our website at least 40 to 60 dollars a night.
www.nova.edu/cwis/careerforuseful The times we had in Banos will
links and information. never be forgotten. Hopefully the
program will as Dr. Barker's research
center comes online.
The reality ofsuccessful job
search is straightforward and simple:
to be successful, you need to sit on
the other side ofthe desk. The simple"
key to success is to market your
product (yourself) according to the
needs ofyour intended market
.r,~c. ,(potential employers inyour
field). Yet very few
graduates actually~'
dothi•. Mostjob ....
searches are '. ...
conducted from ", '.
the ''this is what I
want" perspective. However,
the reality is that most companies
don't really care about what you want
untilyou are able to demonstrate that
you canprovide. what they want. they
~"> care about what you can do for them..
So the best approach to follow is a
customer-driven marketing approach.
You willbe hearing a greatdeal
, about marketing in this column.Why?
Becausesuccessful marketing is the
reality ofa successfuljob search.
Even though you're still sheltered in
the cocoon ofacademic life while
you're immersed in classes at the
campuS, the minute you step out into
yourjob search you step into the real
world. The real world requires that
you learn how to market YOurSelf-
and you will need to learn how to do it
effectively ifyou want to be successful
in yourjob search.
Customer;.driven marketing is
one ofthe many new "buzzwords" in
corporate marketing. Basically stated,
it means being customer-driven in
terms ofprOduct development,
productmarketposi~oning,product
pricing, and customer support. I.
realize that sounds rather basic and
~- .
..... ' elementary to most college students,
In fact, you are likely asking the
question, "Why wouldn't a compaQy
wantto be customer..;driven?"And
rightly so. Butuntihhe 1980s,many
companies tended to use product-
driven marketing, which involved
developing a product through research
"-"7":::r.-
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by Natasha Woods
ContnbutingWriter
Ever wonder whatever hap-
pened to the water restrictions? Once
again, the South Florida Water
Management Department has modi-
fied the restrictions to satisfy the needs
ofSouth Florida and its inhabitants.
The modified Phase 2 restric-
tions limit lawn watering and car
washing to Wednesdays and Satur-
days from 4 A.M. to 8 A.M. for odd
number addresses; Thursdays and
Fridays from 4 A.M to 8 A.M. for
even number addresses. The restric-
tion is now in effect for Palm Beach,
Monroe, Miami-Dade, Broward,
Collier, Hendry, Lee, Orange and
parts ofGlades, Charlotte, and
Okeechobee counties. Hand watering
(using a hose with a shutoffnozzle) is.
allowed on every day except for
Friday from 5-7 P.M. The restrictions
apply to water supplied from utilities,
individual wells and surface water
sources such as canals, lakes, ponds
and rivers.
Many home and business
owners say that the low water level of
Lake Okeechobee is the fault ofthe
water management district. They
argue that water management is
punishing them for a mistake that is
not their fault. Lake Okeechobee is a
foot lower than what it might have
been had nature been allowed to run
its course. Water management
lowered the water level ofLake
Okeechobee last year after 95
percent ofthe lakes underwater grass
beds disappeared after unusually high
water washed them away. The water
district discarded 130 billion gallons of
water last spring, after five years of
high water blamed for the destruction
ofaquatic grasses and the reduction of
fish populations. Fearing the expect-
ant rainsofhurricane season, water
management lowered the water level.
The 730-square-mile Lake .
Okeechobee is South Florida's
backup water supply. The water level
ofthe lake is raised by rain that falls
directly over the lake and by storm
water that it receives from its two
biggest contributors, Kissimmee River
and Fish Eating Creek. South Florida
has no other source, such as an
aqueduct or melted mountain snow, to
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Okeechobee's incessant thirst.
"You go to other places, ifit
rains even hundreds ofmiles away,
that water can flow to you and you
can use it," said water district meteo-
rologist Eric Swartz. "We're down
here on a little peninsula with salt
water on three sides. All our water
- arri~~s as rainfall, and ifyou cut out
that rainfall, you run out ofwater. It's
almost like a budget."
The public is being asked to call
in anY violations directly to code or
law enforcement officials. Tickets
start at $75 for the first v:iolation. By
the third one, it could cost as much as
$500. "We can't do this by our-
selves. There's nearly five million
people that under !he restriction in
South Florida. That is going to take
the effort not only ofthe code en-
forcement and the law enforcement,
but every citizen in our state," said
Bruce Adams ofthe South Florida
Water Management District.
Water management officials have
pointed out that the average Floridian
uses gallons ofwater each day which
adds up to more than 65,000 gallons
a year. That is enough to fill up four
full size swimming pools. Six gallons
ofwater in two minutes is being used
when Floridians brush their teeth and
every time the toilet is flushed that is
about five gallons ofwater used.
While showering, five gallons ofwater
are being used per minute and a water
hose can pour out 40 gallons injust
five minutes.
To help conserve water inside as
well as out, water management
suggests limiting the amount oftime
spent in the shower. Tum the water
offwhen brushing your teeth and only
.use the dishwasher when you have a
full load. Ifwashing the dishes by
hand, fill the sink up instead ofletting
the water run. Adjust the setting on
your washing machine to match the
size ofthe load and fix all leaky
faucets.
For more information regarding
the water shortage and the water use
restrictions is available on the water
district's website at www. sfurmd.gov.
There is also a water shortage hotIine
at 1-800-662-8876. Hours of
operation are Monday through Friday
from 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
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to experience a plethora ofcultures
one after the other offering the
opportunity for the sociologist in
you to contrast them against each
other and your
own; however, this
trip is not for the
faint hearted. The
.average stay in
each city is four to
five days so the
traveler must be
ready to pack and
go. Also being an
American the risk
ofterrorism is
always a danger.
But Dr. Barkerhas
been taking groups
to places around
the world for more than twenty
years and has twice toured cities
around the world in one pass.
When will you have an
opportunity like this again? In
Borneoyou will live with an indig-
enous tribe for several days. You
will be traveling withprofessional
photographers and will be apart of
a majorphotography exhibit at the
opening ofthe brand new $33
million dollar library inApril 2002.
For questions or information on
how to apply for the expedition
contact Dr. Barry Barker at 262-
8303 or e-mail Carolyn Qubeck at
envsworld@hotmail.com.
~n<~:•.
~ .,.
-Focus on natural end cultural divarsityl
(Wldli", Cullures, Landscapes, etc.)
·live with indgenous peoples
·Receive at least 3 university credts
.You do not needtobaa student to attendl
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contacts in each ofthe cities. She has
searched far and wide to maximize
benefits in accommodation and airfare
for the lowest price.
Carolyn says that accommoda-
tions will not be five stars in all ofthe
cities but has kept the trip to a budget
of$3950 which includes around the
world airfare, accommodation, tours,
VISA entrance fees, domestic travel
within international countries. Youwill
have to getto New York on July 10th
and get home from New York on Aug
7th• Also remember to bring spending
money and the total cost doesn't
include most meals.
This is a once in a lifetime chance
mined to give the participants an
extraordinary travel experience. For
the past several months she has been
ironing out the details andm~g
Nova Southeastern University's Environmental StUdies Program announces:
CltJes ofthe Wood ExpedltJon 2001
·July 10"-August 7'" 2001
'ElcpIcre ","jar cities o!!he worldl
i*,'=~il(:.=rrt guides end professional
·Ba a part of a mlljor photography exhibitl
For information contact Dr. Barry Barker at 262-8303 or e-mail coordinator Carolyn aubeck at:
Envsworld@hotmail.com Huny! On1y 14 spots available!
ClTlBOF THE WORLD ExPEDITION 2001
-- '. '4'-"
''if,,':JiF
1811 S. Ualvenltr Ih\ • Dade
(Shoppes OfArrowhead)
474-3748
This summerNSU's Carolyn
Qubeck has coordinated a tour of
several cities around the world.
You will visit places that you'd
neverhave a chance to visit in
Cities ofthe World Photo
Expedition 2001. This unique
summerprogram will leave on
July 10th and return onAugust
7th and will stop in Hong
Kong, Kuala Lumpur, Borneo,
Bangkok, Borneo, Cairo,
Rome, and London. Ifyou
have themeans I definitely
recommendyou consider this
summerprogram.
One benefit ofparticipat-
ing in this travel experienceis
that you earn at least three credits in
environmental issues and learn first
bmd about environmental problems
affecting the whole world. Dr. Barry
Barker, an experienced traveler and
directorofourown environmental
studies/science program here at NSU,
will accompany you and the other
participants from around the world
helping to find those experiences and
images that will be oflong-Iasting
importance in your life.
Caro.lyn Qubeck, coordinator
for this expedition, is a Marine Biol-
ogylEnvironmental Studies double
major. She has been organizing this
trip since November and is deter-
by David Caplivski .
StaffWriter
I 28', The Knight ,- '. - April 20, 2001 I
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Nova Southeastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Asso~iation of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur,
Georgia 30033-4097: Telephone number 404-679-4501) to award bachelor's, master's, educational specIalist, and doctoral degrees.• Nova Southeastern
University admits students of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin
It's what makes an entrepreneurial leader.
With the right frame of
mind, anyone can be an
entrepreneurial leader. But
as you well know, only
practice makes perfect.
And what better place to
pursue graduate education
than the university you've
called home for the last
4 years? With programs
like our online or weekend
M.BA, master's and
doctoral degrees in areas
including accounting, health
services administration,
and international business
administration, and
certificate programs through
our executive education
institute, we have just the
tools you'll need to maximize
your career options.
Wayne Huizenga Graduate School
of Business and Entrepreneurship
On the InternetCoast.
262-5100
www.huizenga.nova.edu
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REAL ESTATE
n:'1t!;;ng ~';
s,)fne:.vi-t
APARTMENTS
Sunforest Apartments
2750 S.W. 73rd Way
Davie, FL33314
(954)424-0551
Fax (954) 476-8145
"UMBERLAND.
IIIJPIOlUlV MANAGfMfHT, INC.
RENT FAST
REALTY
RENT FAST
BUY FAST
SELL FAST
GET IT DONE FAST
Babysitte:r~Car refer-
ences required. East Holly~
wood Please leave message
before 5:00 p.m. 921-2188
954·605·3393
Calf Alan
NEEDED!!! SUMMER CAMP
.COUNSELORS PINE FOREST
CAMP. Topovernightchildren's
camp located in the Pocono
Mountains ofNortheastem
Pennsylvania. Need college students
to be General
Counselors,Tennis, Lakefront,
Lifeguards,andGeneralAthletics...all
arerteededftom 6/19-8/12.
Ifinterested, call Denni Eisen at(954)
704-2267, Fax at 954-215-3901,
orwww-.pineforestcamp@aol.com.
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APPOINTMENT CALL
95W62 aaao
for ...............vllltourwb lite:
www.nowudu/~
Supple~entYour Income
.Looking for qualified
individuals for in·home
childcat:e services. Good
pay and flexiple hours~ If
interestedplease call
·AnotherMother,Inc.
432-4105·
,~l
.Advertisements~;~
NSU Students e-mail shlimbau@nOva.eduor·call 262-846lforfr'e-e ads
Driver Wanted for family inAventura,
Seeking a responsible person to drive child
to school every..day at the University
School at NSU. Must already be affiliated
with or employed by NSU. Excellent pay,
must pick up child at 7:30 to be at school at
8: 15. Afternnoon pickup also required. Fax .
pertinent information to 305-937-2325
Looking for person to pick up
children from school, take to activities
and help with homework. Monday
throu.gh Thursday 3-7 pm. Must speak
English, have own car and good driving
record, be non-smoking and love kids.
Call 954-462-9582
SlOlhrGuARANTEED
Work on campusFff or Pff for as
Little as 5~10 hrS/wk or as many as
40 hrs/wk. Be your own boss. Create
your own schedule. Limited positions
Call 1-800-808-7442x 80
.~a~ysitter needed.
Occassionaleveningsand weekends.
5-year-old boy:
Must have owntransportation. Some
.childcare experiencepreferred.
References please. 236-8444
-~~,
".,j ;;
EMPLOYMENT
CAMPUS RJ;:CRUmNG
REGISTRAnON DRIVE
Modular 1 - 954-262-72()1
Are you a student looking
for extra money? Do you
have photography experience?
Than call YourPictureOnline @
305-794-1405 or email us.
photographers@yourpicnireonline.com.
..........s.-*lollo8liQllllOiot ...FIIfI_e..-...........~..._ ..~_
ea.-8eMoesby_11lh.
----~..:::;.:..:...=""-.,
Earn $$$ promoting artists like Nine
InchNails, Limp Bizkit, Eminem, Fiona
Apple, and bt, within the Ft. Lauder<4Ue
area. No experience necessary. Visit'·
www.noisepollution.comorcall SuzY at
(800)~18l6 -
CAREER SERVICES
BRINGS "'(OUTHE
Learn To BeACommoditY Broker
Weare looking-for young energetic
individuals to join one of the largest
Commodity Organizations. $100,000.00 a
year income potential. Call Sal Pitte1l305-
892-2288
What is campus recruiting?
Campus Recruiting gives you the
opportlJnity to interview with employers for
internship and full-time positions with
Career Services.
www.novaedy/cwislcareer
AlLMAJORSEUGIBLE
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TYPING
- AUTO
Furniture for Sale Student
Desk and Chair: $49.95 Two
Bar Stools: $25.00 (each)
Glass Table and Four Chairs:
$495.00 Marble and Glass
Coffee Table: $395.00 Sta-
tionary Exercise Bike: $95.00
All furniture must be sold and
are in excellent (new) condi-
tion. Call: 327- 3003
MISC.
32" ToshibaTelevisionDigital Comb
Filter S-Video hook ups One Year
OldAsking Price: $350.00 For more
info. contact: (954)873-4117
2000 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE Laredo,
4 door,automatic transmission, full
power, electric,amlfm cassette, CD
player, air conditioning verycold, very
good condition, no damage, $12500,305-
498-1859,305-885-6487.
TYPING
Need something typed?
Call Lynn at:
(954) 629-1346 (cellular)
(954)441-2688 (home)
20 years typing experience, including legal
and medical terminology. Flexible rates.
1995 Mitsubushi Mirage (Excellent
Condition) $7,500 O.B.O
Automatic, low mileage, new tires and
rims, air intake and exhaust, new mud flaps, fog
lights, power locks and windows, AC, tachom-
eter, new struts and brakes. Alarm and complete
sound system comprising of a Sony 10 CD
c,hanger and Sony Tamp Player, 2 amps and 2,
10 inch Pioneer speakers in the trunk. Call 327-
3003
..
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WWW.MIDSERVICES.COM
Gifts For all Occassions available
Shipping within 24 to 48 hours
Money Back Guarantee
Multi-Millionaire Male, a fit age
43, too busy running
corporate empire to bother
with random chance
encounters, seeks attractive,
fun-loving female, under age
30 to pamper with rich and
famous lifestyle. Long Term
relationship possible. Please
send photo and phone number
to P.O. Box 17673, Plantation,
F133318.
Having a mixer, formal,
se~ormal,philanthropy or other
event?Want to remember it? Call
YoutPictureOnline, aFree
professional photography servise so
youcan have lasting memories ofyour
college years.305-794-1405 orjust
visitus on the web
wWw.yourpictureonline.com
BOOK EXCHANGE
Computer Confluence (with CD)
for lECH 1110
Biodiversity (with CD)
for RIaL 1040
AlongTheseLines NEW!!!
for Writing 1000
Please call ANDREA at
Home (954) 7239976
. or;1nail at: brigdrea@nova.edu
r\ Comprehensive Survey ofSocial
lJehaviors in the OJ Simpson Case from
f\-Z Fjrst Edition.
Por SOCial Psychology (Dr. Hall)
Retail: 29.95-39.95
I will sell for $20...it's in good condition
lJebavior Modification (Sixth Edition.)
Por Behavior Modification class
~:52.45-69.95
will sell for$40...it's in excellent
ondition
ntroductoryAlgebra with Basic
M:athematics (Second Edition.)
Por Introductory Algebra class
Retail: 60-80.95
I will sell for $1O••.it's in fair condition
~bnormalPsychology Current
kJerspectives (Eighth Edition.)
For Abnormal Psych class
Retail: 59.95-79.95
I will sell for $40...it's in excellent
~ondition
....ife-Span Human Development
~hirdEdition. For Life Span class
Retail: 59.20-78.95
will sell for $40.. .it's in excellent
~ondition
Psychotropic Drugs Fast Facts
Second Edition. Good reference guide
or psych students
Retail: $35
I will sell for $15.. .it's in excellent
ondition, never used
Interested in any of the above books?
~all Jen at 262-8457 (Cash only.)
7th Edition Strategic Management &
Business Policy by Wheelen and Hunger.
For Business 4880. Cost $30.00
Annual Editions for Global Issues by
Dushkin and McGraw-Hill.
ForGlobalIssues2500. Cost$15.00
Rio Maria, Song ofthe Earth
by Ricardo Rezende.
For Global Issues 2500. Cost $4.00
Working Well, Living Well. Discover the
Career within you by Camey-Wells.
For Psych 1410. Cost$15.00
Interested? Call Tom Fucci at NSU Radio-
X at 954-262-8457.
AUTO
2000 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE Laredo,
4 door,automatic transmission, full
power, electric,amlfm cassette, CD
player, air conditioning verycold, very
good condition, no damage, $12,500.
305-498-1859,305-885-6487.
1995 Mitsubushi Mirage (Excellent
Condition) $7,500 0.8.0
Automatic, low mileage, new tires and
rims, air intake and exhaust, new mud tlaps, fog
lights, power locks and windows, AC, tachom-
eter, new struts and brakes. Alarm and complete
sound system comprising of a Sony 10 CD
changer and Sony Tamp Player, 2 amps and 2,
10 inch Pioneer speakers in the trunk. Call 327-
3003
Looking to Purchase a Home
in Northern Palm Beach County,
or Southern Martin County?
(Areas Include: Palm Beach
Gardens, West Palm Beach, North
Palm Beach,
Jupiter, Tequesta, Hobe Sound,
South Stuart).
Contact ChristinaAlzona, for all
your Real Estate inquiries:
Relocation, Investment, orjust a
Vacation Home.
Emall
christina Wzona@hotmail.coIll
Page Christina at 561-650-1811
to schedule an appointment, or
VISit htt,p;//welcome.tol
flawaterfronthomes
IApril 20, 2001 Cla$$ified Ads 31 I
ROOM FOR RENT
Nice, Quiet, Clean Home in
Pembroke Pines, offTaft Street, on
Bus Line
Utilities Included $400/mo
(954) 433-1436
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